
Bridgerton Collection Volume 2: Books Four-Six in the Bridgerton Series (Bridgertons)

Author: Julia Quinn

An enchanting collection containing books four, five, and six of #1 New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn’s beloved Regency-set Bridgerton

novels—Romancing Mister Bridgerton; To Sir Phillip, with Love; and When He Was Wicked—now a series created by Shondaland for Netflix.

Romancing Mister Bridgerton 

Penelope Featherington has secretly adored her best friend’s brother from afar for forever—until she stumbles across Colin Bridgerton’s deepest secret and fears

she doesn't know him at all. Meanwhile, Colin is tired of his reputation as an empty-headed charmer and of the notorious gossip columnist Lady Whistledown.

Upon his return to London, he discovers everything has changed—especially Penelope Featherington! The girl who was always simply there suddenly haunts his

dreams. When he discovers that Penelope has secrets of her own, this elusive bachelor must decide . . . is she his biggest threat or his promise of a happy

ending?

 

To Sir Phillip, With Love

Sir Phillip knew that Eloise Bridgerton was a spinster, and so he’d proposed, figuring she’d be timid and desperate to marry. Except . . . she wasn’t. And all he

wanted to do was kiss her . . . As for Eloise, she couldn’t marry a man she had never met! Yet, she found herself in a carriage on her way to meet her perfect

match. Except . . . he wasn’t. Despite being handsome, Phillip was a large, ill-mannered brute. But when he kissed her, the world simply fell away… could this

imperfect man be perfect for her?

 

When He Was Wicked

After a lifetime of smiling slyly as women chased him, Michael Stirling, London’s most infamous rake, took one look at Francesca Bridgerton and fell hopelessly in

love. Unfortunately for Michael, Francesca’s surname was to remain Bridgerton for only a mere thirty-six hours longer—they met at a supper celebrating her

imminent wedding to his cousin. But that was then . . . Now Michael is the earl and Francesca is free, but she still sees him as a dear friend. Michael dares not

profess his love . . . until one dangerous night, passion proves stronger than even the most wicked of secrets . . .

Bridgerton Collection Volume 1: The First Three Books in the Bridgerton Series (Bridgertons)

Author: Julia Quinn

An enchanting collection containing the first three novels in New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn’s beloved Bridgerton series set in

Regency England—The Duke and I, The Viscount Who Loved Me, and An Offer from a Gentleman—now a series created by Shondaland for Netflix 

 

The Duke and I

When Daphne Bridgerton and Simon Basset, Duke of Hastings, agree to a fake courtship, they think they’ve found the perfect solution to their problems.

Romantically associated with one of London’s most desirable catches, Daphne’s prospects among the ton will soar. For avowed bachelor Simon, an attachment

to Daphne will deter would-be brides and their ambitious mamas. Their plan works like a charm—at first. But amid the glittering, gossipy, cut-throat world of

London’s elite, there is only one certainty: love ignores every rule. . . 

The Viscount Who Loved Me

London's most elusive bachelor, Anthony Bridgerton is determined to wed. But one obstacle stands in his way—his intended's older sister, Kate Sheffield, who is

driving Anthony mad with her determination to stop the betrothal. Kate is quite sure that reformed rakes do not make the best husbands, and Anthony Bridgerton

is the most wicked rogue of them all. She’s determined to protect her sister—even as she fears she may not be able to resist the reprehensible and oh so

desirable rake herself . . .

 

An Offer from a Gentleman

Sophie Beckett never dreamed she'd be able to sneak into Lady Bridgerton's famed masquerade ball—or that she would be spinning in the arms of her "Prince

Charming"—the debonair and devastatingly handsome Benedict Bridgerton. But when the clock strikes midnight, Sophie’s enchanting evening ends. Since that

night Benedict has been able to think of nothing but the bewitching young woman, and he’s sworn to find and wed his mystery miss. Yet will another unexpectedly

steal his heart—and his chance for a fairy tale love?

The Last Bookshop in London: A Novel of World War II



Author: Madeline Martin

“An irresistible tale which showcases the transformative power of literacy, reminding us of the hope and sanctuary our neighborhood bookstores

offer during the perilous trials of war and unrest.”

—KIM MICHELE RICHARDSON, author of The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek

August 1939: London prepares for war as Hitler’s forces sweep across Europe. Grace Bennett has always dreamed of moving to the city, but the bunkers and

blackout curtains that she finds on her arrival were not what she expected. And she certainly never imagined she’d wind up working at Primrose Hill, a dusty old

bookshop nestled in the heart of London.

Through blackouts and air raids as the Blitz intensifies, Grace discovers the power of storytelling to unite her community in ways she never dreamed—a force that

triumphs over even the darkest nights of the war.

“A gorgeously written story of love, friendship, and survival set against the backdrop of WWII-era London.”

—JILLIAN CANTOR, author of In Another Time and Half Life

“A love letter to the power of books to unite us, to hold the world together when it’s falling apart around our ears. This fresh take on what London

endured during WWII should catapult Madeline Martin to the top tier of historical fiction novelists.”

—KAREN ROBARDS, author of The Black Swan of Paris

Wilde Child: Wildes of Lindow Castle (The Wildes of Lindow Castle Book 6)

Author: Eloisa James

Eloisa James returns to the Wildes of Lindow Castle series with the next Wilde child who runs and joins a theatre troupe -- and the duke who tries to save her

reputation.

He wants a prim and proper duchess, not the Wildest of the Wildes!

Already notorious for the golden hair that proves her mother’s infidelity, Lady Joan can’t seem to avoid scandals, but her latest escapade may finally ruin her:

she’s determined to perform the title role of a prince—in breeches, naturally.

She has the perfect model for an aristocratic male in mind: Thaddeus Erskine Shaw, Viscount Greywick, a man who scorned the very idea of marrying her.

Not that Joan would want such a dubious honor, of course.

For years, Thaddeus has avoided the one Wilde who shakes his composure, but he’s horrified when he grasps the danger Joan’s putting herself in. Staring into

her defiant eyes, he makes the grim vow that he’ll keep her safe.

He strikes a bargain: after one performance, the lady must return to her father’s castle and marry one of three gentlemen whom he deems acceptable.

Not including him, of course.

Bridgerton Collection Volume 3: The Last Two Books in the Bridgerton Series and the First Bridgerton

Prequel (Bridgertons)

Author: Julia Quinn

An enchanting collection containing books seven and eight of #1 New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn’s beloved Regency-set Bridgerton

novels, now a series created by Shondaland for Netflix —It’s in His Kiss and On the Way to the Wedding—as well as the first book in her Bridgerton

Prequel series, Because of Miss Bridgerton.

  

It’s in His Kiss

Gareth St. Clair’s ignoble father is determined to ruin his inheritance. Gareth’s sole bequest is an old family diary, which may hold the key to his future. The

problem is it’s written in Italian. Hyacinth Bridgerton has offered to translate. She’s fiendishly smart, devilishly outspoken, and according to Gareth, best in small

doses. But there’s something equally charming and vexing about her that draws him in. As they delve into the mysterious text, these two might discover that the

answers they seek lie in each other . . . and that there is nothing as simple—or as complicated—as a single, perfect kiss.

On the Way to the Wedding



Gregory Bridgerton believes he has found his dream woman. Unfortunately, the ravishing Miss Hermione Watson is in love with another. Her best friend, the

ever-practical Lady Lucinda Abernathy, wants to save Hermione from a disastrous alliance, and offers to help Gregory win her heart. In the process, Lucy falls in

love—with Gregory! But she is already engaged, and her uncle is not inclined to let her out of the betrothal. Now, on the way to the wedding, Gregory must risk

everything to ensure that when it comes time to kiss the bride, he is the only man standing at the altar…

Because of Miss Bridgerton

Everyone expects Billie Bridgerton to marry one of the Rokesby brothers. As a child, tomboyish Billie ran wild with Edward and Andrew. There is only one

Rokesby Billie absolutely cannot tolerate. George may be the heir to the earldom, but he’s arrogant, annoying, and she’s certain he detests her. She can’t stand

the sight of him either. But when Billie and George are quite literally thrown together, sparks begin to fly. They just might discover that the one person they can’t

abide is the one person they can’t live without...

Secret Star (Stars of Mithra Book 3)

Author: Nora Roberts

The Stars of Mithra trilogy comes to a gripping conclusion in this classic story from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts!

Lieutenant Seth Buchanan is astonished when the beautiful victim of his homicide investigation turns up—very much alive—at the scene of the murder. Grace

Fontaine is keeping secrets, ones that should have killed her, but the notorious heiress refuses to reveal anything. The cool, controlled cop never lets his feelings

get in the way of his job, and with a killer at large, Seth can’t afford any distractions. But there’s something irresistible about Grace…and eventually Seth finds it

hard to remember there’s any mystery more important to solve than that of Grace herself.

First Comes Scandal: A Bridgerton Prequel

Author: Julia Quinn

Continuing her delightful Bridgertons Prequel series, #1 New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn presents the latest love story between the

Bridgerton and Rokesby families.

She was given two choices...

Georgiana Bridgerton isn’t against the idea of marriage. She’d just thought she’d have some say in the matter. But with her reputation hanging by a thread after

she’s abducted for her dowry, Georgie is given two options: live out her life as a spinster or marry the rogue who has ruined her life.

Enter Option #3

As the fourth son of an earl, Nicholas Rokesby is prepared to chart his own course. He has a life in Edinburgh, where he’s close to completing his medical

studies, and he has no time—or interest—to find a wife. But when he discovers that Georgie Bridgerton—his literal girl-next-door—is facing ruin, he knows what

he must do.

A Marriage of Convenience

It might not have been the most romantic of proposals, but Nicholas never thought she’d say no. Georgie doesn’t want to be anyone’s sacrifice, and besides, they

could never think of each other as anything more than childhood friends... or could they?

But as they embark upon their unorthodox courtship they discover a new twist to the age-old rhyme. First comes scandal, then comes marriage. But after that

comes love...

A Wicked Conceit (A Lady Darby Mystery Book 9)

Author: Anna Lee Huber

Soon-to-be new parents Kiera and her husband, Sebastian Gage, have been hoping for a respite from their inquiries, but murder and mayhem have a 

startling way of dropping into their laps in the all-new historical mystery in this national bestselling series. 

 

Edinburgh, Scotland. March 1832. Kiera and Gage have been eagerly awaiting their bundle of joy but trouble has been brewing in the form of the roguish 

criminal Bonnie Brock Kincaid. A new book and subsequent play features some of Kincaid's daringly heinous exploits, although he swears he had nothing to do 

with it or the characters which are obvious representations of Kiera and Gage. While the scoundrel's fury seems genuine, as well as his determined quest to 

uncover the real identity of the author, the Gages still hold doubts about his innocence. 

 

A rash of crimes break out across the city, seemingly inspired by the play and book. When the publisher is found brutally murdered--in an imitation of a gruesome 

scene--the finger not only points to Bonnie Brock as the possible culprit, but also the Gages, who have been outspoken in their condemnation of the tale. Now, 

the Gages are on a hunt to unmask the killer. Between the infamy garnered by the play, the cholera outbreak still wreaking havoc throughout the city, and the 

impending birth of their child, they will need all the resources they can garner.



 

But family quarrels and the revelation of a secret Kiera has been keeping from Sebastian threaten to undermine everything they have overcome. When they find

themselves in the crosshairs of the killer, trapped in the squalid underground vaults of the city, they will soon discover that the truth does not always set you free,

and death can lurk around any corner.

The Games Lovers Play (Cynsters Next Generation Series Book 9)

Author: Stephanie Laurens

#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens returns to the Cynsters’ next generation with an evocative tale of two people striving to overcome

unusual hurdles in order to claim true love.

A nobleman wedded to the lady he loves strives to overwrite five years of masterful pretence and open his wife’s eyes to the fact that he loves her as much as

she loves him.

Lord Devlin Cader, Earl of Alverton, married Therese Cynster five years ago. What he didn’t tell her then and has assiduously hidden ever since—for what

seemed excellent reasons at the time—is that he loves her every bit as much as she loves him.

For her own misguided reasons, Therese had decided that the adage that Cynsters always marry for love did not necessarily mean said Cynsters were loved in

return. She accepted that was usually so, but being universally viewed by gentlemen as too managing, bossy, and opinionated, she believed she would never be

loved for herself. Consequently, after falling irrevocably in love with Devlin, when he made it plain he didn’t love her yet wanted her to wife, she accepted the half

love-match he offered, and once they were wed, set about organizing to make their marriage the very best it could be.

Now, five years later, they are an established couple within the haut ton, have three young children, and Devlin is making a name for himself in business and

political circles. There’s only one problem. Having attended numerous Cynster weddings and family gatherings and spent time with Therese’s increasingly

married cousins, who with their spouses all embrace the Cynster ideal of marriage based on mutually acknowledged love, Devlin is no longer content with the half

love-match he himself engineered. No fool, he sees and comprehends what the craven act of denying his love is costing both him and Therese and feels

compelled to rectify his fault. He wants for them what all Therese’s married cousins enjoy—the rich and myriad benefits of marriages based on acknowledged

mutual love.

Love, he’s discovered, is too powerful a force to deny, leaving him wrestling with the conundrum of finding a way to convincingly reveal to Therese that he loves

her without wrecking everything—especially the mutual trust—they’ve built over the past five years.

A classic historical romance set amid the glittering world of the London haut ton. A Cynster Next Generation novel—a full-length historical romance of 110,000

words.

Praise for The Games Lovers Play

“A high-society Regency-era couple explores the genuine affection they share for one another against a sophisticated vintage backdrop. Unwaveringly eloquent,

Games Lovers Play is as much a snapshot of a maturing marriage as it is an impassioned, provocative romance.” Libybet R. G., Proofreader, Red Adept Editing

“It isn't fashionable for members of high society in mid-nineteenth-century London to be in love with their spouses, but Lord Devlin Cader, seventh Earl of

Alverton, is. After several years of marriage, has he waited so long that she won't accept a declaration even if he makes it?” Kim H., Proofreader, Red Adept

Editing

“In the power couple of Devlin and Therese, Laurens has conjured a love story that is every bit as enthralling as those of her unmarried lords and ladies.” Angela

M., Copy Editor, Red Adept Editing

Her Night with the Duke: A Novel (Clandestine Affairs Book 1)

Author: Diana Quincy

Desire knows no reason...

When Lady Delilah Chambers finds herself stranded at a country inn on a rain-swept evening, she’s forced to fend off a group of ruffians with the help of a

handsome gentleman. Irresistibly drawn to each other, Leela and the stranger spend one reckless night in each others’ arms—and then go their separate ways.

But the very next day Leela receives the shock of her life when she meets the duke who is set on wedding her beloved stepdaughter.

When it finds two destined hearts...

One night isn’t enough with a woman as fierce, fiery, and brilliant as Leela. Elliot Townsend, Duke of Huntington, cannot believe his good fortune when their

chance encounter leads to an unforgettable evening of passion. Yet Hunt’s luck runs out when he is introduced to his prospective mother-in-law. Dowagers aren’t

supposed to look like this... 

Leela and Hunt are determined to keep each other at arm’s length, which should be easy enough for two intelligent adults with reputations to uphold. The problem

is all logic is lost when it comes to a passion that refuses to be ignored.

Elise (Mail-Order Brides of Sapphire Springs Book 4)



Author: Margery Scott

Betrayed and widowed, rancher Jason Porter needs a woman. Not for himself, because he'll never be able to love and trust a woman again, but for his infant

daughter. It's impossible to take care of a baby and run his ranch, and he's not interested in marrying any of the women in Sapphire Springs.

Elise Dupont expected a much different life than she found when her parents brought her to America. Instead of wide-open spaces, clear skies and freedom to

build her own life, she found air filled with factory smoke, a rundown tenement and bare survival.

When Elise accepts Jason's offer of a marriage of convenience, she believes her dreams are finally coming true. As their friendship deepens, Elise finds herself

wishing for a real marriage, but how can she live with a man who doesn't trust her? And how can Jason put aside his suspicions and let himself fall in love again?

An Unexpected Peril (A Veronica Speedwell Mystery Book 6)

Author: Deanna Raybourn

A princess is missing and a peace treaty is on the verge of collapse in this new Veronica Speedwell adventure from the New York Times bestselling

and Edgar Award-nominated author Deanna Raybourn.

January 1889. As the newest member of the Curiosity Club--an elite society of brilliant, intrepid women--Veronica Speedwell is excited to put her many skills to

good use. As she assembles a memorial exhibition for pioneering mountain climber Alice Baker-Greene, Veronica discovers evidence that the recent death was

not a tragic climbing accident but murder. Veronica and her natural historian beau, Stoker, tell the patron of the exhibit, Princess Gisela of Alpenwald, of their

findings. With Europe on the verge of war, Gisela's chancellor, Count von Rechstein, does not want to make waves--and before Veronica and Stoker can figure

out their next move, the princess disappears.

Having noted Veronica's resemblance to the princess, von Rechstein begs her to pose as Gisela for the sake of the peace treaty that brought the princess to

England. Veronica reluctantly agrees to the scheme. She and Stoker must work together to keep the treaty intact while navigating unwelcome advances,

assassination attempts, and Veronica's own family--the royalty who has never claimed her.

Where the Lost Wander: A Novel

Author: Amy Harmon

In this epic and haunting love story set on the Oregon Trail, a family and their unlikely protector find their way through peril, uncertainty, and loss.

The Overland Trail, 1853: Naomi May never expected to be widowed at twenty. Eager to leave her grief behind, she sets off with her family for a life out West. On

the trail, she forms an instant connection with John Lowry, a half-Pawnee man straddling two worlds and a stranger in both.

But life in a wagon train is fraught with hardship, fear, and death. Even as John and Naomi are drawn to each other, the trials of the journey and their disparate

pasts work to keep them apart. John’s heritage gains them safe passage through hostile territory only to come between them as they seek to build a life together.

When a horrific tragedy strikes, decimating Naomi’s family and separating her from John, the promises they made are all they have left. Ripped apart, they can’t

turn back, they can’t go on, and they can’t let go. Both will have to make terrible sacrifices to find each other, save each other, and eventually…make peace with

who they are.

The Spinster (Emerson Pass Historicals Book 2)

Author: Tess Thompson

Her love died on a battlefield. He carries a torch for a woman he’s never met. Can the tragic death of a soldier entwine the

souls of two strangers?

Colorado, 1920. Josephine Barnes wrote every day to her beloved fiancé battling in the trenches of the Great War. Devastated when he’s killed in action, she

vows never to marry and buries her grief in the construction of the town’s first library. But she’s left breathless when she receives a request from a gracious

gentleman to visit and return the letters containing her declarations of desire.

Philip Baker survived the war but returned home burdened with a distressing secret. Though he knows it’s wrong, he can’t stop reading through the beautiful

sentiments left among his slain comrade’s possessions. Plagued by guilt, he’s unable to resist connecting with the extraordinary woman who captured his heart

with her words.

When Josephine invites Philip to join her gregarious family for the holidays, she’s torn by her loyalty to a ghost and her growing feelings for the gallant man. And

as Philip prepares to risk everything by telling her the truth about her dead fiancé, he fears he could crush Josephine’s blossoming happiness forever.

Will they break free from their painful pasts to embrace a passion meant to be?



The Spinster is the second book in the heartwarming Emerson Pass historical romance series. If you like staunch heroines, emotional backdrops, and sweeping

family sagas, then you’ll adore Tess Thompson’s wholesome tale.

Buy The Spinster to read between the lines of destiny today!

The Memory Keeper: A heartwarming, feel-good romance

Author: Jenny Hale

"...this one left no emotion unturned. Five heartfelt stars!" *■*■*■*■*■ --USA Today Bestselling Author, Annie Rains

From the USA Today bestselling author of The Summer House comes a story about finding lost loves, chasing dreams, and the people who show up

when they're needed the most. The Memory Keeper is the perfect escape for fans of Debbie Macomber, Pamela Kelley, and Susan Mallery.

Hannah Townsend’s life is just as she’s always wanted it to be. She has the perfect job at a New York magazine, a small but elegant apartment in the upper

west side, and an incredibly successful beau named Miles Monahan. This year, for her thirty-fifth birthday, she’s leaving the icy city sludge for sunshine! She’s got

tickets for two to Barbados, and she’s all packed and meeting Miles at the airport for a week of cocktails, sandy beaches, and the music of steel drums.

But her life is turned upside down in the span of that one morning. Hannah is rocked by the news that her beloved grandmother is very sick, and Hannah needs to

come home to her small Tennessee town right away to be with her family and help run her gran’s dilapidated flower shop. It also means she has to face Ethan

Wright, the best friend she’d left behind so many years ago. If that isn’t enough to deal with, she discovers her boyfriend is seeing someone else.

With flights grounded and rental cars in great demand due to the winter snowstorm, she’s stranded at the airport. On her birthday, instead of waking up in a

stylish beachfront hotel in Miles’s arms like she thought, she finds herself packed like sardines into a car, with two passengers, on a ride-share from LaGuardia

Airport to her hometown of Franklin, Tennessee.

When everything seems to be going wrong, it’s the kindness of a handsome businessman from Hannah’s past named Liam McGuire that might just save her. But

a new development that threatens Gran’s shop and secrets surrounding Liam could alter both their lives forever.

A heartwarming, sweet romance that will have you laughing, crying, and best of all, hugging those around you a little tighter. If you loved the Christmas

movies based on Jenny’s books and are looking for more feel-good, small town romance, look no further!

Reviewers and Authors are LOVING The Memory Keeper!

"A heartwarming, emotional book." --New York Times Bestselling Author, RaeAnne Thayne

"Jenny Hale at her very best - a must read!" --Bestselling Author, Mandy Baggot

"Wow! Five PLUS star read." *■*■*■*■*■ --Romance Movies and Books

"A hugely enjoyable read that will capture your heart from the start." *■*■*■*■*■ --Sparklyword Book Blog

Praise for Jenny’s Books

 

One of “19 Dreamy Summer Romances to Whisk You Away” 

Oprah Magazine on The Summer House 

 

“Adorable contemporary romance … a tender treat that can be savored in any season.” 

Publisher’s Weekly on Christmas Wishes and Mistletoe Kisses 

 

One of “30 Christmas Novels to Start Reading Now” 

Southern Living Magazine on We’ll Always Have Christmas 

 

“Touching, fun-filled, and redolent with salt air and the fragrance of summer, this seaside tale is a perfect volume for most romance collections.” 

Library Journal on The Summer House 

 

“This sweet small-town romance will leave readers feeling warm all the way through.” 

Publisher’s Weekly on It Started with Christmas 

 

“The perfect gift for readers who love sweetly romantic love stories imbued with all the warmth and joy of the holiday season.” 

Booklist on Christmas Wishes and Mistletoe Kisses



 

“…authentic characters and a riveting story make it a keeper worth savoring.” 

Publisher’s Weekly on The Summer House 

A Rogue in the Making (Forever Yours Book 11)

Author: Stacy Reid

Miss Juliana Pryce is on the run from her dastardly stepfather, who wants to control her wealth by marrying her off to his son! Knowing that she only has to

escape their clutches for a few weeks until she comes of age, Juliana resolves to hide. The perfect place seemed to be in the household of Wentworth, the Earl of

Rawlings!

Wentworth’s nose is always buried in a book, and despite meddling suggestions from his mother, he has little care for a lady’s companionship or matters of the

heart. Until one day, he notices that stunningly lush derriere of his new valet! His suspicion stirs by his valet’s boldness and unconventional behavior, Wentworth

resolves to an experiment: Find out if his valet is a woman.

Wentworth embarks on a campaign of roguish behavior! What will the scholarly earl do when the lush derriere, plump lips, and sensual smile he is so singularly

attracted to are that of a lady’s?

Warning: Steam level: Hot!

The Skylark's Secret

Author: Fiona Valpy

Loch Ewe, 1940. When gamekeeper’s daughter Flora’s remote highland village finds itself the base for the Royal Navy’s Arctic convoys, life in her close-knit

community changes forever. In defiance of his disapproving father, the laird’s son falls in love with Flora, and as tensions build in their disrupted home, any

chance of their happiness seems doomed.

Decades later, Flora’s daughter, singer Lexie Gordon, is forced to return to the village and to the tiny cottage where she grew up. Having long ago escaped to the

bright lights of the West End, London still never truly felt like home. Now back, with a daughter of her own, Lexie learns that her mother—and the hostile-seeming

village itself—have long been hiding secrets that make her question everything she thought she knew.

As she pieces together the fragments of her parents’ story, Lexie discovers the courageous, devastating sacrifices made in her name. It’s too late to rekindle her

relationship with her mother, but can Lexie find it in her heart to forgive the past, to grieve for all that’s lost, and finally find her place in the world?

Devoted to the Spanish Duke: An Enemies to Lovers Romance (London Lords)

Author: Sasha Cottman

A Spanish noblewoman, kidnapped and far from home, must place her trust in the hands of a man who is the bitter enemy of her family.

Lisandro de Aguirre, Duke of Tolosa has few enemies greater than the Elizondo family. A bitter feud has existed between the two clans for over a hundred years.

Maria de Elizondo Garza is stolen from her home and taken to London as a hostage. A king’s ransom now demanded by her secret captors.

With hope fading fast, Maria’s brother turns to the one man he knows who can save his sister, Lisandro de Aguirre.

But when her family’s enemy arrives to rescue her, Maria is determined not to go quietly.

A battle of wills soon turns into a war against simmering desire. How can the man she has been taught to hate, be the one who holds her heart?

A dangerous journey home has Maria and Lisandro both resisting the growing attraction between them, but a night of steamy passion makes them finally face up

to the truth.

Back in Spain, all is not what it would seem; and they are forced to face the hardest question of all.

Can you truly trust your enemy?

Devoted to the Spanish Duke is an enemy to lovers, standalone book in the London Lords Series.



The Unexpected Wife (The Three Mrs Book 1)

Author: Jess Michaels

The first in a new series by 10 time USA Today Bestselling Author Jess Michaels

Although Celeste Montgomery was forced into a marriage a year ago, her husband is more often gone than home and she is living a quiet life. Until investigator

Owen Gregory shows up at her home to tell her some outrageous news: Her husband has been murdered…and he was also a bigamist, making her the third of

three wives.

Owen Gregory was hired to investigate Celeste’s husband, but he never thought it would lead him here, to this beautiful woman whose life he just shattered.

Once he determines she couldn’t be the murderer, he asks her to join him in London, in the hopes she can help him solve the crime.

Now they must navigate two other wives, a broken-hearted brother and a duke who keeps poking his nose in as they work to determine who killed Erasmus

Montgomery. Not to mention the intense feelings and passionate desires growing between them. But will secrets long held endanger them in ways they never

imagined? And will they find a way to save each other before it’s too late?

Heat Level: Very. Just very, very, very.

This is the first book in The Three Mrs. series

The Lady of Larkspur Vale: Sweet Regency Romance (Ladies of Devon Book 2)

Author: Kasey Stockton

She wants to forget she ever knew him; he just wants her.

Mabel Sheffield is too tall, or so she believes. It's one of the reasons she has given up on finding a husband and instead embraces her role as a spinster,

dedicating her days to managing her grandmother's estate and her seven-year-old sister. But when Liam MacKenzie shows up at her house to stay for the

summer, she's unsure if she can keep her resolve. The problem: he's the other reason she's a spinster.

Book two in the Ladies of Devon series, The Lady of Larkspur Vale is a childhood friends-to-lovers and second chance romance story. It is a clean Regency

romance that continues telling the story of the four women who make up a literary society in Devon and form a lasting friendship.

Scoundrel of My Heart (Once upon a Dukedom Book 1)

Author: Lorraine Heath

Amazon April 2021 Best of the Month Pick

Lorraine Heath begins an exciting new series with a breathtaking romance about a young woman who must marry a titled gentleman to obtain her inheritance and

the usuitable man she begins to fall madly in love with

She is desperate to wed a duke…

Lady Kathryn Lambert must marry a titled gentleman to claim her inheritance and has finally gained the attention of a duke. Yet she is unable to forget the

scandalous second son who aided in her achievement—or his betrayal.

He wants what he can never possess…

Lord Griffith Stanwick is tormented by the bitter truth that as a “spare,” he will never be able to give Kathryn what she yearns to possess. But when his father is

found guilty of treason, Griff detours into the dark and dangerous corners of London, haunted by memories of the woman lost to him forever.

Love not to be denied…

As the duke’s courtship intensifies, Kathryn discovers Griff has become a man to be reckoned with. When old passions flare and new desires ignite, she must

decide if sacrificing her legacy is worth a lifetime shared with the scoundrel of her heart.

A Gift of Daisies

Author: Mary Balogh



Lady Rachel Palmer, young, beautiful, vivacious, and wealthy, is a huge success with London society. She hides from everyone an inner restlessness, a nagging

suspicion that something is missing from her life. Some sense of purpose. Some substance to counter the frivolity of her days. David Gower, tall, dark, handsome,

but an impoverished second son, was once unsettled and rebellious as he searched for something to give his life focus. Now, as a young clergyman with a new

parish to serve, he has found what he was looking for and, with it, contentment and real happiness…

…until, that is, he meets and falls in love with Rachel. Marriage to her is impossible, however. She is too far above him socially and too attached to her life of

gaiety and wealth and privilege. David has nothing of value to offer her except a life committed to service and poverty. His love cannot possibly be enough.

But Rachel, as deeply in love with David as he is with her, has other ideas. Perhaps life as a vicar's wife is exactly what will suit her. How dare he presume to tell

her otherwise? How can he know what will make her happy? How can he, a clergyman, possibly suggest that in some circumstances love may not be enough?

And if he cannot afford to woo her with expensive bouquets of flowers, then let him pick her a bunch of daisies.

The Duke and the Siren (The Unwanted Dukes Book 3)

Author: Jessie Clever

Lady Vivianna Darby was considered a smashing success by society’s standards. After all, she landed Ryder Maxen, the coveted Duke of Margate, in her first

season out. Wildly in love, Viv believed herself lucky to have escaped the cold marriages common amongst the ton.

Until she found her husband in bed with an opera singer.

Now four years later, Viv is determined to save her sisters from the same fate until Viv’s phaeton-racing husband suffers a deadly accident, and she’s forced by

duty to go to his deathbed.

Preparing herself for widowhood, she realizes she’ll soon be free of the empty marriage she’s been trapped in.

But what will she do if he lives?

The Duke and the Siren is the third book in the steamy, heart-stopping historical romance series, The Unwanted Dukes. If you love sexy, spellbinding romance

and heartwarming humor, don’t miss this captivating series from bestselling author Jessie Clever. Discover adventure and romance when you download The

Duke and the Siren today.

Taming of the Beast (Scandalous Affairs Book 2)

Author: Christi Caldwell

Intrigued by the scandal of London’s Lost Lords, intrepid Miss Faye Poplar resolves to untangle the mystery of those complicit in the disappearance of the young

lords and ladies-even if it leads her to the steps of the most powerful peers. But she’ll require the help only one man can provide…the ruthless, Beast of Newgate.

Caught up in his own crimes, Tynan Wylie, the Beast of Newgate, finds himself behind bars of the same prison he once ran. When he’s freed with Faye’s help, he

has no intention of repaying her debt. His only focus is reclaiming his place of power, overseeing the most ruthless criminals in London.

Except, Faye didn’t go to the trouble of freeing Tynan only to face his rejection, and it isn't long before Tynan understands how tenacious and charming the young

miss can be. When Faye’s research into the disappearances open up an even darker danger, Tynan becomes the only person she can depend on. Despite

vowing to never be weakened by love, Tynan finds himself falling for the one woman he can never have.

The Spinster and the Rake (Never a Wallflower Book 1)

Author: Eva Devon

The marriage game is afoot in this clever blend of My Fair Lady meets Pride and Prejudice with a twist! 

 

Edward Stanhope, the icy Duke of Thornfield, likes his life in a certain order. Give him a strong drink, a good book, and his dog for company, and he’s content. 

But when he goes to his library and finds a woman sitting in his chair, petting his dog, what starts as a request for her to leave quickly turns to a fiery battle of wits, 

leading to a steamy kiss that could ruin them both if they were caught. 

 

So of course, damn it all, that’s when Edward’s aunt walks in, and thereafter announces Miss Georgiana Bly is the future Duchess of Thornfield. 

 

Georgiana was content to be a spinster, spending her days reading and working to keep her family out of debt. But now her days are spent locked away with a 

growly duke, learning how to be the perfect duchess, and her nights spent fighting the undeniable attraction to a man who was never meant for her.



 

As their wedding day approaches, the attraction between them burns hot and fierce, but is it enough to melt the duke’s chilly facade?

The Legend of a Rogue (Legendary Rogues Book 1)

Author: Darcy Burke

Two years ago, storyteller Elspeth Marshall spent a magical afternoon with a handsome stranger. Roy enthralled her with the legend of a mystical sword—almost

as much as with his kiss. When she encounters him at a Highland inn, she hears the sword may be real...and that his name isn’t Roy. She determines to find the

blade as well as the truth about the enigmatic man she hasn’t been able to forget.

Wounded at Culloden, Tavish Crawford lost his family legacy, a centuries-old sword on the battlefield. Now many people would like to find it, including a villainous

secret society and the captivating woman who has remained in his memory. When nefarious forces overtake the inn, he’ll do whatever it takes to protect the

sword and the woman who has stolen his heart.

Highland Conquest (Sons of Sinclair Book 1)

Author: Heather McCollum

Cain Sinclair has a plan. In order to finally bring peace to his clan, he will wed the young female chief of their greatest enemy. Only problem: capturing her and

forcing her back to Sinclair castle doesn’t exactly make her want to say yes. Ella Sutherland may be clever, passionate, and shockingly beautiful, but what she

isn’t is willing.

Every attempt Cain makes to woo her seems to backfire on him. A gift? The kitten practically claws his eyes out. A competitive game of chess? Even when he

wins, he loses. It seems the only time the two ever see eye to eye is when they’re heating up Cain’s bed. Still, the only thing Ella truly wants is the one thing he

cannot offer her: freedom.

But when Cain discovers she’s been harboring a secret—one that could threaten both clans’ very existence—he’ll have to decide between peace for the Sinclairs

or the woman who’s captured his heart.

The English Wife: The international best selling, sweeping and emotional historical romance novel

Author: Adrienne Chinn

Two women, a world apart.

A secret waiting to be discovered…

VE Day 1945: As victory bells ring out across the country, war bride Ellie Burgess’ happiness is overshadowed by grief. Her charismatic Newfoundlander

husband Thomas is still missing in action.

Until a letter arrives explaining Thomas is back at home on the other side of the Atlantic recovering from his injuries.

Travelling to a distant country to live with a man she barely knows is the bravest thing Ellie has ever had to do. But nothing can prepare her for the harsh realities

of her new home…

September 11th 2001: Sophie Parry is on a plane to New York on the most tragic day in the city’s history. While the world watches the news in horror, Sophie’s

flight is rerouted to a tiny town in Newfoundland and she is forced to seek refuge with her estranged aunt Ellie.

Determined to discover what it was that forced her family apart all those years ago, newfound secrets may change her life forever…

This is a timeless story of love, sacrifice and resilience perfect for fans of Lucinda Riley, Lorna Cook and Gill Paul.

What readers are saying about The English Wife:

‘An emotive and engaging read’ Rosanna Ley

‘Rich, evocative and utterly immersive, this beautifully written book swept me away’ Jenny Ashcroft

“An epic tale of family, tragedy & love… I highly recommend this book!!” Books, Wine, Cats 5*

“The sense of suspense makes this story a page turner! Highly recommend this book, especially if you’re looking for a WWII era book without all of the

historical stuff” To Read is to Breathe, 5*

“I couldn’t put it down. It was not your typical historical novel & I think that’s what I loved about it. Great book!” Dabbookclub, 4*



“A book that drew me in from the first pages! The characters come alive, they’re so well written. Fans of historic fiction will love this story. An author to

follow” Consumer review, 4*

The Songbook of Benny Lament: A Novel

Author: Amy Harmon

From the bestselling author of What the Wind Knows and From Sand and Ash comes a powerful love story about a musical duo who put everything

on the line to be together.

New York, 1960: For Benny Lament, music is his entire life. With his father’s deep ties to the mob, the Bronx piano man has learned that love and family can get

you in trouble. So he keeps to himself, writing songs for other musicians, avoiding the spotlight…until the night his father brings him to see Esther Mine sing.

Esther is a petite powerhouse with a gorgeous voice. And when Benny writes a hit song and performs it with her, their collaboration thrusts the duo onto the

national stage…and stirs up old issues and new scrutiny that the mob—and Benny—would rather avoid.

It would be easier to walk away. But the music and the woman are too hard for the piano man to resist. Benny’s songs and Esther’s vocals are an explosive

combination, a sound that fans can’t get enough of. But though America might love the music they make together, some people aren’t ready for Benny Lament

and Esther Mine on—or off—the stage.

A New York Secret: A heartbreaking and unforgettable World War 2 historical novel (Daughters of New York

Book 1)

Author: Ella Carey

She looked at the telegram in horror, the words blurring in front of her eyes. She dropped to her knees, feeling that her entire world was ending. The

paper slipped from her hands as she put her head in hands, sobs wracking her chest…

1942, New York. As war rages in Europe, Lily Rose is grateful for her perfect life: the love of her wealthy uptown parents in their beautiful brownstone

overlooking the park and her dream job as a chef at one of New York’s finest restaurants, the art deco dream that is Valentino’s. But in her heart, Lily is drawn

towards the bohemian Sicilian community in Greenwich Village, where gorgeous fresh fruit spills onto the pavement and the smell of freshly baked cannoli tempt

her inside every Italian deli.

Part of the attraction is Tom Morelli, talented chef at Valentino’s and handsome grandson of Sicilian immigrants, whose deep brown eyes call to her and set her

heart on fire. As wartime rationing bites in the city, Lily and Tom stay up late, dreaming up delicious meals that will see Valentino’s through the war and distract

New Yorkers from the threat of sons and sweethearts being called up. Lily knows he has found the key to her heart.

Then Tom receives a devastating summons that changes everything: he is drafted to Italy. He must return to his beautiful homeland to fight a

desperate war.

Suddenly alone, with only the memory of Tom’s last kiss, Lily turns to her parents for support. But when her mother finds out about her relationship, she is furious.

When the war ends, Lily’s duty is to marry the man picked for her, raise children and never work again. They give her a heartbreaking ultimatum: end her

relationship with Tom and give up her job or lose her family and inheritance forever.

Lily knows she must follow her heart to Valentino’s and to Tom. But when Tom is declared missing in action, Lily is totally heartbroken. If she pursues

her dreams, will there be anything left for her when the war is over?

From top-ten bestseller Ella Carey comes an utterly heartbreaking historical novel, inspired by true events, about the courage, love and friendships

that sustain us in the darkest of days. Fans of Fiona Davis, Rhys Bowen and The Nightingale will be captivated.

What readers are saying about A New York Secret:

 

***** “Unforgettable… Truly amazing and I could not put it down. Make sure to put it on your must-read list this year. An emotional and utterly 

unputdownable novel.” Breakfast with Rachel 

 

***** “What a wonderful story, it gripped me from the first page until the last. I loved it… I wish I could give it more stars.” Goodreads Reviewer 

 

***** “Will entrance you from the very beginning… Truly amazing and one I could not put down. Make sure to put it on your must-read list… Emotional and 

utterly unputdownable novel, inspired by true events.” Goodreads Reviewer 

 

***** “I loved this story and right up to the end I was on the edge of my seat, wondering how it was all going to play out. Highly recommended.” Goodreads 

Reviewer 



***** “So masterfully captured the time period that I believed the story to be real and that the events really happened… As you turn over the last page, you’ll be

wanting more. A must-buy… Phenomenal.” Goodreads Reviewer 

 

***** “Wow!… An amazing read… A rollercoaster of emotions… I smiled, cried and gasped.” Goodreads Reviewer 

 

“I really enjoyed this book by Ella!… Wow!… So engaging.” Goodreads Reviewer 

 

***** “Fast, fun and emotional… One of my favorite World War Two novels.” Goodreads Reviewer

Duke of Disrepute (Dukes of Distinction Book 3)

Author: Alexa Aston

Who doesn’t love a duke? How about five of them?

Welcome to bestselling author Alexa Aston’s new Regency romance series, the Dukes of Distinction! These five aristocrats all come with nicknames Polite

Society has bestowed upon them. Renown. Charm. Disrepute. Arrogance. Honor.

A beautiful widow at the mercy of selfish relatives . . .

A duke broken by a terrible secret . . .

Lady Elise Ruthersby is with child when her husband is killed, and the family awaits the birth to see who will be the new earl. A daughter arrives, relegating Elise

to the status of a servant as she becomes the unpaid governess to her two nephews.

Weston Wallace, the Duke of Treadwell, learns a devastating secret about his fiancée the night before their wedding, causing him to break their engagement. He

becomes London’s most notorious rake, with a rule that he only beds a woman once.

When Elise and her daughter are trapped in a carriage struck by a flaming tree in a perilous storm, Weston rescues the pair. Years of cynicism fall to the wayside

as he becomes captivated by the beautiful widow and her enchanting daughter. Weston decides he must marry the woman who has thawed his cold heart without

scaring her away because of his vile reputation.

The two strike a bargain where Elise will help Weston navigate the Marriage Mart during the upcoming Season if he will help her find a husband. Little does the

unsuspecting widow know that London’s most infamous womanizer has already decided who his duchess will be.

Can the Duke of Disrepute convince Elise that he’s a changed man—due to love?

Find the answer in The Duke of Disrepute, Book 3 in the Dukes of Distinction.

Each book in Dukes of Distinction is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order and can be read for free in Kindle Unlimited.

Dukes of Distinction

Duke of Renown

Duke of Charm

Duke of Disrepute

Duke of Arrogance

Duke of Honor

The Secret of the Chateau: Gripping and heartbreaking historical fiction with a mystery at its heart

Author: Kathleen McGurl

The USA Today bestseller!

Everything is about to change…

1789. Pierre and Catherine Aubert, the Comte and Comtesse de Verais, have fled the palace of Versailles for their château, deep in the French Alps. But as

revolution spreads through the country, even hidden away the Auberts will not be safe forever. Soon they must make a terrible decision in order to protect

themselves, and their children, from harm.

Present day. When Lu’s mother dies leaving her heartbroken, the chance to move to a château in the south of France with her husband and best friends seems

an opportunity for a new beginning. But Lu can’t resist digging into their new home’s history, and when she stumbles across the unexplained disappearance of

Catherine Aubert, the château begins to reveal its secrets – and a mystery unsolved for centuries is uncovered…

Unlock the secret of the château today. Perfect for fans of Kate Morton, Fiona Valpy and The Forgotten Village!



Readers love The Secret of the Château!

‘I absolutely loved this book… Enthralling… I really struggled to put this book down.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars

‘Brilliant… I was gripped right until the end. Great characters, a riveting plot and the fantastic writing style I've come to expect.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars

‘Had me gripped… Fast enough to keep you intrigued and turning the pages… Would highly recommend.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars

‘I was drawn in from the first chapter… It is rare that a book brings tears to my eyes but this one succeeded!… Held me captivated right to the last words.

A must read for everyone.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars

‘Kathleen McGurl’s books knock it out of the park every single time!!!!!!!… Wonderful… You should read it. Right now.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars

‘Both storylines were equally as gripping… A very enjoyable read!… One I shall remember! Would definitely recommend!’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars

To Love and to Loathe: A Novel (The Regency Vows Book 2)

Author: Martha Waters

The author of the “hilarious...joyful, elegant” (Publishers Weekly, starred review) To Have and to Hoax returns with an effervescent, charming, and

swoon-worthy novel about a man and woman who never agree on anything—until they agree to a no-strings-attached affair in this Regency-era romp.

The widowed Diana, Lady Templeton and Jeremy, Marquess of Willingham are infamous among English high society as much for their sharp-tongued bickering

as their flirtation. One evening, an argument at a ball turns into a serious wager: Jeremy will marry within the year or Diana will forfeit one hundred pounds. So

shortly after, just before a fortnight-long house party at Elderwild, Jeremy’s country estate, Diana is shocked when Jeremy appears at her home with a very

different kind of proposition.

After his latest mistress unfavorably criticized his skills in the bedroom, Jeremy is looking for reassurance, so he has gone to the only woman he trusts to be

totally truthful. He suggests that they embark on a brief affair while at the house party—Jeremy can receive an honest critique of his bedroom skills and widowed

Diana can use the gossip to signal to other gentlemen that she is interested in taking a lover.

Diana thinks taking him up on his counter-proposal can only help her win her wager. With her in the bedroom and Jeremy’s marriage-minded grandmother, the

formidable Dowager Marchioness of Willingham, helping to find suitable matches among the eligible ladies at Elderwild, Diana is confident her victory is assured.

But while they’re focused on winning wagers, they stand to lose their own hearts.

With Martha Waters’s signature “cheeky charm and wonderfully wry wit” (Booklist, starred review), To Love and to Loathe is another clever and delightful

historical rom-com that is perfect for fans of Christina Lauren and Evie Dunmore.

Lords of Scandal Boxed Set 2: Regency Romance

Author: Tammy Andresen

When a group of debutantes accidentally stumbles into a secret gaming hell, all hell is about to break loose...

Viscount of Vice

Vice is his first, middle, and last name… can this angel save him?

The Viscount of Vice likes two types of women, the ones that fall easily into his bed and the ones that leave just as quickly. So why can’t he stop thinking about

the sweet Miss Ada Chase? Her auburn hair and green eyes haunt his dreams, though they shouldn’t. She’s perfectly wrong for him…

Baron of Bad

He’s bad to the bone… and she looks oh so good.

The Baron of Baderness is too dark, too dangerous for any clear minded lady to consider. And Lady Grace has her choice of men. So why can’t she stop thinking

about the one man she shouldn’t want?

Earl of Sin

He's a man of sin and she's tempting beyond belief…

The Earl of Sinclair is a man returning from the brink. Raising a daughter on his own and only just skirting financial disaster, he'll be the first to admit he needs

help. But a beautiful tutor who whisks into house and begins making changes. He's not certain this was a good idea. It's one thing that his daughter loves her, but

his own heart is in jeopardy.



A Groom of Her Own (Scandalous Affairs Book 1)

Author: Christi Caldwell

Years earlier, young noblemen were ripped away from the folds of their powerful families, and forced into a dark existence on the streets. When these

lost lords of London were restored to their rightful place among Polite Society, they weren't the only ones whose lives were irrevocably changed.

Innocent ladies now pay the price of their families trickery and cheating...

A Lady Lost

A family scandal has left artist Claire Poplar without friends, suitors, or means. Art is her only joy and respite, despite her talent being mocked by famed artist

Caleb Gray. On an impulse, knowing there is no way back to the life she had before, Claire decides on her own path. A path that will see her wed, and no longer

a financial burden and spinster poor relation. The wedding may be a business arrangement, but it will give Claire freedom and stability away from the prying eyes

and censure of society.

An Artist with a Dark Past

American artist, Caleb Gray, hates all things English. Impressed into the British Navy against his will, Caleb lost everything. His past has left him cold, unfeeling,

and jaded. Using the ice in his veins Caleb has built a career as a renowned artist, letting his feelings take shape in his paintings and nowhere else. Now, an

English inheritance offers Caleb a chance to devote himself entirely to his painting and to his travels. He’ll find a biddable English wife to manage his estate for

him, and save his passion for his art. Caleb’s plan is in motion until his nemesis Claire Poplar happens to upend his world. The woman whose been an adversary

from the start, will have him hungering to kiss her and imagining...even more.

Will Claire and Caleb pursue their art or listen to the wisdom of the heart?

Highland Treasure: Highland Brides

Author: Lynsay Sands

A Buchanan brother finds a love to treasure in this scintillating historical romance from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands…

After escaping from the English soldiers who attacked her home and imprisoned her in a dungeon, Lady Elysande de Valance is grateful for the rugged Scots

who are escorting her to safety in the Highlands. Even with danger dogging their every step, she hadn’t expected to welcome the strong comforting embrace of

their leader, Rory Buchanan. They say he’s a healer, but she finds the heat of his touch does so much more…

Let his brothers get married—Rory is too busy tending to the sick to be bothered with wooing a bride. But when he is tasked with accompanying a family friend’s

“treasure” to the Highlands, he is surprised to learn the treasure is a beautiful woman on the run—and even more surprised to discover bruises hidden by her veil.

Rory makes it his mission to tend to her injuries and protect her, but the thought of losing her makes him realize that perhaps it is his heart that is most in need of

healing…

Last Vow of the Unyielding Duke: A Historical Regency Romance Novel

Author: Hazel Linwood

“By you, I am forever undone.”

Lady Olivia Fleming has vowed not to get married. Ever. So when her father announces that she must wed a Duke she has never met before, she is more than a

little furious. And while she might be forced to marry him, no one can force her to love him.

Thomas Mccarthy, the Duke of Egerton’s dreams of marrying for love are crushed when his late father’s debts force him into an arranged marriage. And his new

bride’s cold demeanor does not foreshadow a happy union .

Just as Olivia’s walls start to melt like ice, her worst fears come alive before her own eyes. A note written in secret fills her heart with doubt. And when she goes

missing, Thomas realises that no one can be trusted. For in the heart of their own home, enemies are disguised as friends, and revenge is disguised as justice…

*If you like powerful Dukes, loving Duchesses and a marvelous depiction of the majestic Regency and Victorian era, then Last Vow of the Unyielding

Duke is the novel for you.

This is Hazel Linwood's 12th novel, a historical Regency romance novel of 80,000 words (around 400 pages). No cheating, no cliffhangers, and a sweet

happily ever after.

Pick up "Last Vow of the Unyielding Duke" today to discover Hazel's captivating story!



Mail Order Maid (Brides of Beckham Book 34)

Author: Kirsten Osbourne

Josephine Gray leaves the only life she’s ever known to escape her lecherous employer, going west to marry a stranger. She knows next to nothing about the

man she will meet other than his name when she arrives in Montana. A former maid, she worries that she won’t be the kind of wife the handsome stranger needs.

Gustav Schmidt sends for a mail-order bride as soon as his ranch is capable of supporting a wife. He’s not terribly worried about much about the woman, other

than the fact she can cook. When he finally meets pretty Josie, he is surprised that he is so attracted to her. He doesn’t plan to change his life much, still having

every intention to attend the German-speaking church he and his brother helped establish.

Can Josie learn the language of her husband to fit in with her new community? Or will she fail at the most important job of her life…being a wife?

Betrayal and Redemption: A Clean & Sweet Regency Historical Romance Novel

Author: Abby Ayles

Two hearts shattered by a cunning lie may yet be joined and forged back together as one…

Georgianna Montgomery is content living in the countryside, away from the scrutiny of the ton. Her suitor abandoning her suddenly two years ago has left a mark

on her reputation and deep scars on her soul, but her uncle, the Earl of Irvington insists that she should make an appearance in this year’s season.

With the support of her childhood friend, Ambrose, she musters the courage to show up in London, but her resolve wavers when she encounters the man that left

her broken…

Walter Harris, the ever-charming Baron of Bartlett, is left speechless when he sees the woman that tore his heart out years ago. But the worst part is finding that

he had been lied to! The very thing that caused his self-inflicted exile for so long was just a rumor and he was naïve enough to believe it!

The young Baron makes it his purpose to try once again and win back Georgiana’s heart as well as find answers to the question burning in his mind: who would

want to break him and the love of his life apart…?

*If you like engaging characters, heart-wrenching twists and turns, and lots of romance, then you’ll love “Betrayal and Redemption”!

Buy “Betrayal and Redemption” and unlock the exciting story of Georgiana and Walter today!

Also available with Kindle Unlimited!

Her Wicked Marquess (The Sinful Wallflowers Book 2)

Author: Stacy Reid

Miss Maryann Fitzwilliam is too witty and bookish for her own good. No gentleman of the ton will marry her, so her parents arrange for her to wed a man old

enough to be her father. But Maryann is ready to use those wits to turn herself into a sinful wallflower.

When the scandal sheet reports a sighting of Nicolas St. Ives, the Marquess of Rothbury, climbing out the chamber windows of a house party, Maryann does the

unthinkable. She anonymously claims that the bedchamber belonged to none other than Miss Fitzwilliam, tarnishing her own reputation—and chances of the

dastardly union her family secured for her. Now she just needs to convince the marquess to keep his silence.

Turns out Nicolas allows for the scandal to perpetuate for his own reasons… But when Maryann’s parents hold fast to their arranged marriage plan, it’ll take a

scandal of epic proportions for these two to get out of this together.

Each book in the Sinful Wallflowers series is STANDALONE:

* My Darling Duke

* Her Wicked Marquess

The Duke and the Wallflower (The Unwanted Dukes Book 1)

Author: Jessie Clever

Shunned by a society that puts attractiveness above all else, Lady Eliza Darby’s wallflower status keeps her from getting the one thing she wants most, namely, 

to be a mother. But when her scorned older sister returns home to see all of her sisters wed in happy matches, it may be Eliza’s only chance to secure a husband



and have the children she so desires. 

 

 

Jilted in a publicly humiliating display, Dax Kane, the Duke of Ashbourne, has sworn off love forever and has no wish to wed. But when the title demands it, he

selects the most perfect candidate for the position: Lady Eliza Darby, a wallflower so unattractive he won’t be in danger of falling in love with her. But the Jilted

Duke will soon discover looks have nothing to do with love.

Fortune Favors the Sparrow (Agents of the Convent, Book One)

Author: Rebecca Connolly

Mischief is as mischief does... 

Clara Harlow is perfectly content with her life as a teacher of art and French at the Miss Masters Finishing School, so nothing startles her more than to discover

that the school is far more than it seems, and its purposes more complicated than anything she could have imagined. She finds herself accepting an assignment

from the highest powers in England to use her talents for a particular mission: to impersonate the ward of the late Duke of Kirklin, gain access to the estate, and

to discern how a strip of the Kent coastline there is being used against the security of England.

The present Duke of Kirklin, George Russell, better known as Hawk, does not know what to make of the appearance of the former ward of his late uncle, but he is

captivated by her. Her skills in art are unlike anything he has ever seen, and her company grows more agreeable with every passing day. His boring, bachelor life

grows less and less appealing, and the company within his walls more perfectly suited for the place than he ever dreamed.

What could possibly go wrong?

Their Tempting Bride (Bridgewater Brides)

Author: Lacey Davis

Two Bold Cowboys Fight for the Woman They Love

 

Georgia Carroll isn't ready to marry. She'd rather be trampled to death in a stampede than wed the man her father's chosen. When she's saved from such a fate

(not just the stampede but the horrible arrangement) by two devilishly handsome cowboys, she might be inclined to marry after all. But to them. Both of them.

 

Life in the Montana Territory isn't easy and the three newlyweds discover that with deep secrets and a pesky mine owner refusing their Bridgewater marriage,

their love may not stand a chance, but it's worth the fight.

The Last True Gentleman (True Gentlemen Book 12)

Author: Grace Burrowes

Sycamore Dorning has watched one sibling after another succumb to the blandishments of wedded bliss, while he has grown wealthy and--deuce take it--lonely.

He loves the ladies generally, though he waits in vain for the woman who can love him back in all his contrary, stubborn, outspoken glory.

Jeanette, Marchioness of Tavistock, endured six years of wedded purgatory before earning  the independence of widowhood. She's admittedly attracted to

Sycamore. He's refreshingly blunt, unconventional, and loyal to those he cares about. When trouble stalks her, she turns to Sycamore for help, because she

would trust him with her life. But will she trust him with her heart?

Pining for Lord Lockhart: Sweet Regency Romance (Lords for the Sisters of Sussex Book 5)

Author: Jen Geigle Johnson

Charity watches each of her sisters make plans to marry, one by one, and she is overjoyed for their happiness, but she doubts she will ever feel much of the

same. She is busy in her causes, in her book groups, in her thinking bluestocking ways, but she has a secret. And no one knows, not even the man himself. But

through all of her forward thinking ways, she is pining for Lord Lockhart.

Lord Lockhart is the wealthiest man of any of their acquaintance. He recently received yet another inheritance when an old eccentric uncle passed on and he

seeks for ways to use his money responsibly. Charity is a good resource for him in this regard. And he just might have secrets of his own where she is concerned.



Darcy's Unwanted Bride: A Pride & Prejudice Novel Variation

Author: Zoe Burton

Two strangers forced to wed. Is happiness in marriage possible?

Twenty-year-old Fitzwilliam Darcy is betrothed to a stranger by his mentally and physically abusive father. He’s spent his life staying out of the way. Now, he

would like to flee, but the consequences of refusing his father would crush his soul.

Elizabeth Bennet discovers on her seventeenth birthday that within twenty-four hours, she will be marrying a man she has never met. Within minutes of the

ceremony, she discovers just how loathsome the man who is now in charge of her is.

Can these two unwilling partners find love, or are they doomed to a miserable existence?

Darcy’s Unwanted Bride is Zoe Burton’s latest foray into the world of Pride and Prejudice variations. If you like deplorable villains, courageous heroes, and sweet

romantic scenes, you’ll love Darcy’s Unwanted Bride. Pick up your copy today and lose yourself in the world of JAFF.

Highlander Oath Of The Beast (Highland Promise Trilogy Book 3)

Author: Donna Fletcher

A promise is a promise and Raven keeps hers no matter the cost.

Five years ago Raven of the Clan MacKinnon was forced to hide after the attack on her clan. She helped get her wounded father to safety, then watched

helplessly as her two brothers were taken prisoner and marched off to serve the Beast, a heartless Northman determined to claim not only MacKinnon land but

surrounding clan lands as well. What she witnessed that day shocked her. How she survived afterwards changed her forever.

Her brothers’ return home signal her own return home to her family and relative peace. Finally, the Beast has been appeased. Or so she thinks.

Wolf is an exceptional warrior, fearless, even ruthless when necessary. He intends to claim land that rightfully belongs to his family. All went according to plan

until… how did one, young lass escape a troop of warriors and ruin his well-executed plans? He searched five years for the MacKinnon lass without success, then

she suddenly surfaces with a proposal for him that will end all strife and win him most of what he wants. She may think she is the victor, but he knows better. Or

so he thinks.

Wolf accepts the proposal, signs the agreement, making the woman who caused him endless trouble… his wife.

Raven and Wolf face challenges, not only with each other, but with an old enemy seeking revenge, and unexpected secrets that reveal surprising truths and

unforeseen danger.

Can foes become friends? Or will love decide for them?

Author note… there is a Prequel, Highland Oath, to this book. It introduces all the characters, and details that led to the Clan MacKinnon being separated. You

don’t have to read it to read this one, but you might find it interesting.

Only A Mistress Will Do (House of Pleasure Book 3)

Author: Jenna Jaxon

Friendless and destitute, Miss Violet Carlton has no choice but to seek work in London’s most notorious brothel, The House of Pleasure. She steels herself for her

ultimate ruin at the hands of her first customer, only to be offered a reprieve in the form of a position as the gentleman’s mistress—in name only. Grateful for his

benevolence, Violet agrees to the proposition and enjoys the life of a pampered courtesan—until her dashing rescuer puts her heart in jeopardy. Violet’s growing

desire for the gentleman must be squashed when she discovers he belongs to another woman.

Tristan, Lord Trevor enters the House of Pleasure bent on a final night of carousing before donning the leg-shackle of marriage. To his shock, he recognizes the

woman in his bed as a lady of the ton and resolves to save her from life in a brothel. After whisking her away under his protection, Tris endeavors to find her a

husband, to secure her future and stem his own intense longing for the beautiful woman. With growing anguish Tris fears he can never make Violet his own for

the impediment of his coming marriage pales in comparison to the secret he must hide from her or risk her loathing him for the rest of their lives.

Highland Intrigue A Prequel

Author: Donna Fletcher



She’s safe. You’ll never find her. And a curse on the three of you for betraying your friend. May you suffer and never know peace until you right this

terrible wrong. But you, Lochlann, will suffer the worst for you were his best friend.

Bliss is worried for her two sisters, Elysia and Annis as are those in their clan who have marriage-age daughters. A search goes on to find a wife for the cursed

lord. He’s lost three wives in the last six years due to the curse inflicted upon his father twenty years ago. There are rumors that he is half savage, having spent

the last year on foreign soil with heathens. No noble will allow their daughter to wed him and so his father, Lord Lochlann of the Clan MacClaren, has sent two

men to find a peasant woman for him to wed and produce an heir since he is the last of three sons, the curse having claimed the other two.

Bliss can’t bear the thought of either one of her sisters forced to wed a man that will surely mean her death. Elysia is a gentle soul, preferring the quiet and her

stitching. Annis is the opposite, outspoken, no interest in men or marriage, but the most beautiful out of the three of them. Bliss doesn’t worry about herself being

chosen since most believe her past childbearing age at her twenty plus years.

The situation is much worse than first thought for two other men were cursed that awful night and a search goes on for wives for them as well. One lost his voice

the day his brother died while some say he killed his brother in a fit of madness. The other is so cursed that death will not even touch him. He has suffered

endless wounds and injures that would kill most men, but not him.

It is a nightmare for Bliss. She has the ability to help her sisters should they fall ill since she is a fine healer, but curses are beyond her healing abilities. The only

choice left to her is to seek out the witch in the forest and see if there is a way to break the curse.

Unfortunately, time is not on her side and fate decides for her.

The Green Lace Corset: A Novel

Author: Jill G. Hall

Jill G. Hall, bestselling author of The Black Velvet Coat and The Silver Shoes brings readers another dual tale of two vibrant women from different eras

trying to discover their true identities.

Anne McFarland, a modern-day, thirty-something San Francisco artist in search of spiritual guidance, buys a corset in a Flagstaff resale boutique—a purchase

that results in her having to make a decision that will change her life forever. One hundred and thirty-five years earlier, in 1885, naïve Sally Sue Sullivan, a young

woman from the Midwest, is kidnapped on a train by a handsome but dangerous bank robber. Held prisoner on a homestead in Northern Arizona’s Wild West,

Sally Sue discovers her own spunk and grit as she plots her escape.

Ultimately, both Anne and Sally Sue face their fears and find the strength to journey down their designated paths and learn the true meaning of love and family . .

. with a little push from the same green lace corset.

Say Yes to the Duke: The Wildes of Lindow Castle

Author: Eloisa James

A shy wallflower meets her dream man--or does she?--in the next book in New York Times bestselling author Eloisa James' Wildes of Lindow series.

Miss Viola Astley is so painfully shy that she’s horrified by the mere idea of dancing with a stranger; her upcoming London debut feels like a nightmare.

So she’s overjoyed to meet handsome, quiet vicar with no interest in polite society — but just when she catches his attention, her reputation is compromised by a

duke.

Devin Lucas Augustus Elstan, Duke of Wynter, will stop at nothing to marry Viola, including marrying a woman whom he believes to be in love with another man.

A vicar, no less.

Devin knows he’s no saint, but he’s used to conquest, and he’s determined to win Viola’s heart.

Viola has already said Yes to his proposal, but now he wants her unruly heart…and he won’t accept No for an answer.

When their Paths Cross: An Inspirational Historical Romance Book

Author: Lilah Rivers



After her parents' death, Malinda Carter decides she will not fall victim to the hardships of her new reality. She lives with her much younger sister, Casey, feeling

weighed down with the responsibility of raising her on her own, seeing no other option but to become a mail-order bride. Not long after answering a sheriff's ad, a

different local candidate, Lester, appears out of nowhere, puzzling her over her decision. Malinda's first glimpse of him takes her breath away and she can't ignore

her interest in getting to know him better. To her disappointment though, Lester won't open up his heart and let her in, shattering her dreams and hopes. Will she

find the courage to claim the happiness she deserves, next to the man she has chosen?

Having already experienced abandonment by his parents and by the woman he thought he would spend his life with, Lester finds himself lonely, losing his zest for

life. For four years, he has been isolating himself, working on his farm, as he nurses his old wounds. Although he is too afraid to admit it, Lester's hidden desire is

to create a loving family. When his friend encourages him to meet Malinda, Lester finds it hard to take his eyes off her but he is hesitant to give her the key to his

heart and let her become his salvation. Will he allow Malinda to restore his faith and trust in love, leaving behind the hurtful memories?

When Malinda and Lester's paths cross, they begin to navigate the treacherous waters of doubt and hope. As soon as they realize that everything they've been

looking for has been placed right in front of them, the sheriff's unexpected arrival causes more trouble for them. With their own concerns shadowing their actions,

can they truly overcome their fears in order to save a newfound love?

"When their Paths Cross" is a historical romance novel of approximately 60,000 words. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed happily ever

after.

Hit Me With Your Best Scot (The Wild Wicked Highlanders Book 3)

Author: Suzanne Enoch

A Buzzfeed “19 Anticipated Books That Have Finally Been Released For You To Read”

The final book in the wickedly seductive new Scottish historical romance trilogy from New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Enoch, Hit Me With Your Best

Scot!

The MacTaggert brothers have one task:

Find English brides or lose their land!

Coll MacTaggert, Viscount Glendarril, is a big, brawny Highlander who doesn’t like being told what to do—not even by his exasperated English mother who is

determined to see her eldest son wedded and bedded. However, when he comes to the rescue of an irresistibly beautiful woman, Coll discovers that he may have

found his perfect match…

The challenge isn’t that Persephone Jones is famous, wealthy, independent, and smarter than anyone he knows.The problem is that she isn't interested in

marrying any man—especially not a hot-headed Scot—even if he is the only man who seems to understand who she really is even when she’s not sure herself.

When Coll learns that Persephone is actually a lady-in-hiding and someone is willing to kill her for what she stands to inherit…Well, Coll has never been one to

turn down a fight. When hearts are involved, nothing comes between a Highlander and his lady.

A Gentlewoman Scholar (Timeless Victorian Collection Book 6)

Author: Sarah M. Eden

"This delightful romance collection highlights women who defy social rules and men who display supportive love." --Foreword Reviews 

 

Three women scholars. Three lives changed. And a dash of romance. 

 

Blessing in Disguise by Sarah M. Eden 

1858, Dublin 

Fred Fitzsimmons will soon graduate Trinity College. With only a few weeks, he must continue safeguarding the enormous secret he’s been keeping throughout 

his time in Dublin: that he is actually Winnifred, a woman in disguise. The medical degree she is a breath away from claiming would allow her to save her beloved 

village. But having her secret revealed would land her in jail. So when Liam Rafferty, a fellow student with a reputation for unravelling even the most complicated 

of mysteries, grows suspicious of “Fred,” more lives than merely hers hang in the balance. 

 

An Unexpected Education by Michele Paige Holmes 

Nineteen-year-old Esther Sessions has survived the slums of Liverpool, and her abusive home, by holding onto a promise she made to her dying mother long 

ago--to keep reading. When a factory explosion frees her from her oppressive life and provides an opportunity to attend Bedford Women's College in London, 

Esther determines to succeed at school, knowing her education will ensure a future in which she might provide for herself and never be dependent upon any man. 

From the first moments of her arrival, Professor John Lind begins challenging her beliefs about everything from classical literature to algebra to--men. His 

kindness is something she has never encountered in a man before, and the generosity of his heart might just reach through the barriers surrounding Esther's. 

 

Good Heir Hunting by Nancy Campbell Allen 

Ellie Perkins has achieved her dream of establishing her own Kindergarten school to serve the needs of Liverpool's orphans. As a woman who has graduated 

from college and pursued a career, she has faced opposition and contention from all sides. Her first year is a success, however, and as she begins the second, 

she is caught by surprise when her newest hire marries and moves away, leaving a class of orphans without a teacher. Solicitor Graham Lucas, meanwhile, 

appears on her school doorstep, having narrowed a search for his employer's heir to one of the students in the now teacher-less class. Ellie sees a temporary fix



to her problem that will benefit both her and the handsome solicitor. Graham will substitute the kindergarten class, while Ellie searches for a replacement.

Unbeknownst to them all, however, is the lurking presence of a jealous relative who covets the young heir's position, and who will stop at nothing to take his

place. Also at risk is Ellie's heart and hard-won career. Can she truly take a chance on a handsome substitute teacher bent on winning her love? 

 

Timeless Victorian Collections: 

SUMMER HOLIDAY 

A GRAND TOUR 

THE ORIENT EXPRESS 

THE QUEEN'S BALL 

A NOTE OF CHANGE 

A GENTLEWOMAN SCHOLAR 

 

Timeless Regency Collections: 

AUTUMN MASQUERADE 

A MIDWINTER BALL 

SPRING IN HYDE PARK 

SUMMER HOUSE PARTY 

A COUNTRY CHRISTMAS 

A SEASON IN LONDON 

FALLING FOR A DUKE 

A NIGHT IN GROSVENOR SQUARE 

ROAD TO GRETNA GREEN 

WEDDING WAGERS 

AN EVENING AT ALMACK'S 

TO LOVE A GOVERNESS 

WIDOWS OF SOMERSET 

 

A Gentlewoman Scholar is a Timeless Romance Anthology® book 

Timeless Romance Anthology® is a registered trademark of Mirror Press, LLC

An Inspiring Bride for the Rancher’s Wounded Faith: A Christian Historical Romance Book

Author: Chloe Carley

She is a bride with God in her heart, he’s a man in denial. How can they find each other’s hearts when faith in His plan is

all they need?

Read and ye shall find Me…

After her mother’s tragic death, Anna, a scarred young woman, grew up in the orphanage. When her beloved orphanage burns down, and a scorched mail-order

bride ad finds her way to her, it seems like God shows her the way out West. However, Anna struggles with her husband because he’s chosen a purposeless life.

How can she warm his soul when he’s so dismissive of God’s plan?

Houston is a stubborn young rancher and he doesn’t easily accept help from others. Placing an ad is just out of necessity to find a mother for his brothers. His

growing feelings about Anna will start to soften his heart, but that will scare him away making him even more distant. How can he finally let go of his fears and

accept this Godsent bride in his heart?

God brought the two together with a command but it is up to them to make things work. How can they defeat danger coming their way and trust in God’s plan

even if it’s terrifying to open up their hearts again?

An Inspiring Bride for the Rancher’s Wounded Faith is a stand-alone Christian Historical Romance book with a guaranteed happily ever after. If you

like a heroine whose religion plays a major role in her day-to-day life, and she experiences a deep love in an era that traditional morality is reinforced,

then you'll love Chloe Carley's inspiring book.

Buy it now to discover Anna's romantic and inspiring story in the Old West!

Thank you!

Get this Book FREE With Kindle Unlimited!



The Smuggler’s Daughter: Heartwrenching and gripping historical fiction full of mystery and romance from

the author of bestsellers The Girl in the Picture and The Secret Letter

Author: Kerry Barrett

‘I loved this book! I was hooked from the start… I devoured this.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars

Only she knows the truth. Only she can save them.

1799

Emily Moon lives with her mother in an inn on a clifftop in the darkest reaches of Cornwall. After her father mysteriously disappears, her mother finds solace at the

bottom of a bottle, and the only way to keep afloat is to turn a blind eye to the smugglers who send signals from the clifftops. But Emily knows that the smugglers

killed her father to ensure his silence, and she will not let his murder go unpunished…

Present day

After a case ends in tragedy, police officer Phoebe Bellingham flees to Cornwall for a summer of respite. But rather than the sunny Cornwall of her dreams, she

finds herself on storm-beaten cliffs, surrounded by stories of ghosts and smugglers – and the mysterious Emily Moon, who vanished without a trace over two

centuries ago. As rain lashes down around her, Phoebe determines to find the truth behind the rumours – but what she uncovers will put herself in danger too…

A haunting and moving timeslip novel perfect for fans of The Girl in the Letter, The Forgotten Village and The Witchfinder’s Sister.

Readers LOVE The Smuggler’s Daughter!

‘Gripping and unputdownable… A brilliantly told story and one I keep thinking about since I finished reading it.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars

‘Creepy, atmospheric and gripping, a really great read.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars

‘Ticked all of the boxes for me… One of those books that draws you in straight away… I found it difficult to put down.’ NetGalley reviewer

‘Atmospheric and gothic… Gives you the odd shiver up your spine… A really enjoyable read.’ NetGalley reviewer

‘An intriguing story full of adventure, imaginative characters, history, and beautiful Cornwall scenes.’ NetGalley reviewer

‘I could literally hear and smell the waves crashing on the rocks… Kept me gripped throughout… Twists along the way.’ Yeah Lifestyle

Combustion

Author: Elia Winters

Astrid Bailey is content living alone, balancing her career as a contract machinist with her true passion: making “felicitation devices” for her discerning female

clients. The upcoming World’s Fair, with its substantial cash prize, is an opportunity for her to open the shop she’s always imagined and solve her financial woes.

With questionable credentials, though, she’s unable to enter without a reputable businessman to vouch for her.

Eli Rutledge, noted watchmaker, needs to enter the World’s Fair to maintain his reputation as an innovator, but he’s fresh out of ideas. With no other options, he

agrees to Astrid’s proposal, lending his good name to her scandalous invention. When construction heats up, so does their chemistry--and the complications.

Astrid is unaccustomed to accepting help, especially from a privileged businessman like Eli, even if she can’t keep her hands off him. Eli is losing his fight to an

attraction that could spell professional disaster and heartbreak. As the Fair date approaches, Astrid and Eli must decide how far they’ll go for the business...and

for each other.

Warning: contains scandalous “product testing,” steamy f/f and m/f encounters, and gratuitous liberties with an alternative-history Steampunk London, all in the

quest for happily ever after.

Old: A Western (Never Too Old Westerns Book 1)

Author: J.V. James

Old man, old horse, old rifle. And an outspoken orphan child needin' protection.

I'm the ex-lawman, Lyle Frakes, and this is the story of how I met little Mary, and our trip from Deadwood to Cheyenne. It's filled with gunfights and fistfights, road

agents and cut-throats - bad men just begging for the swift hand of Justice.

But it's also the story of that bright little orphan, and how she changed my life for the better. And how me and Horse ain't alone any more.

So grab your saddle and rifle - and let's hit the trail.

It's another action packed Western from the pen of J.V. James - and as usual, more twists and turns than you can shake a Winchester at.



Trudie's Tears (Clover Creek Caravan Book 6)

Author: Kirsten Osbourne

Trudie Brown has a horrible secret, something that keeps her from being able to make friends along the Oregon Trail. When she starts cooking for a little girl and

her widowed father, she has no intentions other than feeding them and helping them get to Oregon. The child, a gregarious social butterfly, believes right away

her father should marry the woman cooking for them, but Trudie is certain it will never work, because she can tell no one about her past.

Joseph Simmons has to do what he can to move on down the trail after losing his beloved wife. When his daughter, Emily, begs him night after night to marry

Miss Brown, he decides to strike a deal with Miss Brown. He will marry her, but neither of them will need to reveal their past, and the marriage will be in name

only. Emily will get a mother, and Joseph will have someone to cook his meals and do his laundry for the duration of his time on the trail, and longer if the

arrangement works out well.

It isn’t until they are married that Trudie realizes she’s attracted to Joseph. Will the two of them be able to get through their differences to be happily married? Or

will they end up alone, even while they are together?

Pledged to the Wolf: A Scottish Medieval Historical Romance (Reformed Rogues Book 3)

Author: Elina Emerald

Dalziel 'the Wolf' Robertson is an enigma with many secrets. Part English and part Scots he is silent, calculating and deadly. The traits one needs to be the Red

King's assassin (Book 2). Estranged from his mother's side, he abhors all things English and with the exception of his inner circle of brothers and the occasional

mistress, he is content to live a reclusive life. That is until he finds himself pledged to an English wallflower with a notorious reputation for being extremely dull.

For some reason she intrigues him and threatens his resolve.

Among the gentry, Clarissa Harcourt is considered to be a quiet, proper, boring wallflower. Finding herself in impoverished circumstances, she agrees to wed an

unknown Scottish Highlander for a year and a day. It will be a marriage of convenience enabling her to maintain her ruse because Clarissa has secrets of her

own. Secrets that will place her life and heart, at risk.

Warning: Brawny alpha males ahead and occasional historical inaccuracies. Not suitable for readers under the age of 18. Contains some mature content.

Secrets of a Summer Night (The Wallflowers Book 1)

Author: Lisa Kleypas

From the New York Times bestselling author of Devil in Disguise, the first book in her beloved Wallflowers series.

The Wallflowers: four young ladies at the side of the ballroom make a pact to help each other find husbands . . . no matter what it takes.

Proud and beautiful Annabelle Peyton could have her pick of suitors—if only she had a dowry. Her family is on the brink of disaster, and the only way Annabelle

can save them is to marry a wealthy man. Unfortunately her most persistent admirer is the brash Simon Hunt, a handsome and ambitious entrepreneur who

wants her as his mistress.

Annabelle is determined to resist Simon's wicked propositions, but she can't deny her attraction to the boldly seductive rogue, any more than he can resist the

challenge she presents. As they try to outmaneuver each other, they find themselves surrendering to a love more powerful than they could have ever imagined.

But fate may have other plans—and it will take all of Annabelle's courage to face a peril that could destroy everything she holds dear.

Paradise Point (Redemption Mountain Historical Western Romance Book 18)

Author: Shirleen Davies

His life is all about following the rules.

This obstinate cowgirl is all about breaking them.

Paradise Point, Book Eighteen, Redemption Mountain Historical Western Romance Series

Bram MacLaren is a man with a goal. Build a ranch in western Montana and expand the MacLaren name. Inking a partnership with the wealthy Pelletier brothers,

there’s nothing to stand in the way of the dedicated, hardworking rancher. Except the obnoxious and willful young woman intent on becoming the best wrangler in

the western territory.



Selina Rinehart doesn’t care about the odds. Becoming the equal of the men who run the horse breeding program at Redemption’s Edge is what drives her. If

others see her as cantankerous and selfish, well, so be it. Nothing will stop her from reaching her goal—except perhaps the Pelletiers’ sanctimonious new

partner.

Keeping their distance seems the best solution, until Dax asks Bram to takeover Selina’s training.

The two butting heads amid their growing attraction isn’t all that creates tension on the ranch. Someone’s been abducting people off the streets of Splendor, as

well as from a neighboring ranch. Adding to the danger, a series of earthquakes rocks the town and surrounding ranches, including Redemption’s Edge.

Paradise Point, book eighteen in the Redemption Mountain historical western romance series, is a novel with an HEA and no cliffhanger.

Book 1: Redemption’s Edge

Book 2: Wildfire Creek

Book 3: Sunrise Ridge

Book 4: Dixie Moon

Book 5: Survivor Pass

Book 6: Promise Trail

Book 7: Deep River

Book 8: Courage Canyon

Book 9: Forsaken Falls

Book 10: Solitude Gorge

Book 11: Rogue Rapids

Book 12: Angel Peak

Book 13: Restless Wind

Book 14: Storm Summit

Book 15: Mystery Mesa

Book 16: Thunder Valley

Book 17: A Very Splendor Christmas

Book 18: Paradise Point

Book 19: Silent Sunset, Coming Next!

The Rakehell of Roth (The Regency Rogues Book 2)

Author: Amalie Howard

As owner of the most scandalous club in London, the last thing the notorious Marquess of Roth wants is a wife. Keeping up his false reputation as a rake brings in

the clients with the deepest pockets—money he needs to fund a noble cause. Even though everything inside tells him not to leave his beautiful, innocent wife

behind at his country estate...he must.

But three years later, tired of her scoundrel of a husband headlining the gossip rags, Lady Isobel Vance decides enough is enough. She is no longer a fragile

kitten, but as the anonymous author of a women’s sexual advice column, she’s now a roaring tigress...and she can use her claws.

Isobel decides to go to him in London, channeling her powers of seduction to make him beg to take her back. But she didn’t expect her marauding marquess to

be equally hard to resist. Now the game is on to see who will give in to the other first, with both sides determined like hell to win.

Each book in the Regency Rogues series is STANDALONE:

* The Beast of Beswick

* The Rakehell of Roth

Save a Horse, Ride a Viscount (The Footmen's Club Book 4)



Author: Valerie Bowman

His best laid plans…

Ewan Fairchild, Viscount Clayton, has been busy ticking off the boxes for a bright future. Become a rising star in Parliament? Check. Find a lady he intends to

marry? Check. Make his stables the envy of every man in London? Check, thanks to the prize Arabian thoroughbred he’s just won at auction. Clayton’s on his

way to having it all and won’t change course for anyone—not even the beautiful young woman next door.

…are about to go awry

Lady Theodora Ballard didn’t mind missing a Season of dinner parties, balls, and soirees to care for her ailing mother, but when Thea’s father sold her horse out

from under her, she thought her heart would break. Now the roguishly handsome viscount at the neighboring estate has her horse—and she’ll stop at nothing to

get him back. Unfortunately, a horse spying mission goes south, leaving Thea with a broken leg and Clayton with an alluring houseguest who upends his orderly

world. The sparks between them are undeniable, but secrets and scandal abound. It’s going to take more than a little love to save them…

Valerie Bowman's novels are:

"Intriguing [and] engaging."—Publishers Weekly

"Too delightful to miss!"—Lisa Kleypas

"Sparkling…witty…engaging." —RT Book Reviews

Baron of Blasphemy: Regency Romance (Lords of Scandal Book 12)

Author: Tammy Andresen

An arranged marriage gone wrong.

What does an impoverished baron with a reputation for trouble do when he needs an infusion of coin? He marries. Quickly. The problem? His new wife isn’t

entirely certain she likes anything about him. And it turns out, Abigail Carrington might be the only person in England with a will stronger than his own. If he can’t

strong arm, cajole, or reason her into his bed to consummate their marriage, he’s only got one option left. Seduction…

An Uncommon Earl

Author: Sian Ann Bessey

Alexander Allerton, the Earl of Bloxley’s, greatest desire is to alleviate the suffering of the poor and less fortunate of England. So when his hackney carriage is

involved in an accident that results in the death of one of those he is determined to help, he is devastated. Alexander vows to keep the promise he makes to the

injured woman as she takes her final breaths: he will not rest until he finds her young son. 

After a crippling accident years ago, Jane Hadford is accustomed to being largely ignored at social events. But being overlooked has allowed her to hone her

observational skills—and she quickly perceives that all is not well with the handsome Lord Bloxley. When an unexpected opportunity arises to talk to the earl, he

surprises them both by sharing with her his fruitless search for the child. Touched by Lord Bloxley’s story and by his desire to make things right, Jane determines

to help him fulfill his promise. What she cannot anticipate, however, is that the quest she has chosen to undertake will bring into her life a small boy who will steal

her heart and a gentleman who might well do the same.

The Duke Undone

Author: Joanna Lowell

An artist stumbles upon a naked duke and an unlikely love story begins in this captivating Victorian historical romance.

When Royal Academy painting student Lucy Coover trips over a naked man passed out in an East End alley, she does the decent thing. She covers him up and

fetches help. Trouble is, she can't banish his muscular form from her dreams as easily. Compelled to capture every detail, she creates a stunning portrait but is

forced to sell it when the rent comes due. What could be worse than surrendering the very picture of your desire? Meeting the man himself. 

Anthony Philby, Duke of Weston, is nobody's muse. Upon discovering the scandalous likeness, he springs into action. His infamous family has been torn apart by

shame and secrets, and he can't afford more gossip. Even a whisper may jeopardize his inheritance and his chance at independence. His plan is simple: burn the

painting, confront the artist. Or rather, it's simple until he meets Lucy and decides to offer the bewitching young artist a devil's bargain.  He'll help save her

foreclosed home, if she'll help repair his family’s brutal legacy.

An irresistible passion ignites between them, but when danger strikes, Lucy and Anthony must risk everything... for a love that might destroy them both.



The Devil in Her Bed (Devil You Know Book 3)

Author: Kerrigan Byrne

The Devil in Her Bed is the final book in the stunning Devil You Know trilogy by USA Today bestselling author Kerrigan Byrne!

He lives in secret service to the Crown—a man of duty, deception, and an undeniable attraction to a woman who threatens to tear his whole world apart.

They call him the Devil of Dorset. He stands alone, a man of undeniable power. Moving in and out of shadows, back alleys and ballrooms, he is unstoppable and

one of the Crown’s most dangerous weapons. However, when he sets his sights on the undeniably beautiful Countess of Mont Claire, Francesca Cavendish, he

doesn’t realize that he has met a match like no other.

TRUE LOVE WEARS NO DISGUISE

Francesca is a countess by day and stalks her prey—those responsible for the death of her family—by night. What she does not expect is to be thrown into the

path of the devil himself, the Earl of Devlin. She has secrets of her own and he seems determined to lay them bare. Can her heart survive finding the love of her

life and losing him when all is revealed?

“Romantic, lush, and suspenseful.”—New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Enoch

Handfasted to the Bear: A Scottish Medieval Historical Romance (Reformed Rogues Book 2)

Author: Elina Emerald

Brodie 'The Bear' Fletcher is a ladies' man through and through. A Legendary Warrior on the battlefield, his conquests in the bedchamber are equally renowned.

He is his own man. He belongs to no one. But a trauma from his past has him questioning his life trajectory. As Head Guardsman of the War Band to Chieftain

Beiste MacGregor (Book 1), Brodie is often in the company of an infuriating mixed-race bowyer named Orla who challenges him at every turn. With the threat of

Viking raiders from the North, Brodie finds himself at the mercy of the very women who threatens to steal his heart.

Orla 'the Orphan' has loved Brodie Fletcher for as long as she can remember, but he never once noticed her. Abandoned on the doorstep of ‘Morag the Oracle’

she was raised with the MacGregor clan. A master huntress and trusted advisor to the Chieftain’s wife, Orla is a constant thorn in Brodie’s side, with her razor

sharp wit and waspish tongue. Everything changes when Jarls from the North and an Abyssinian Warrior Queen stake their claim. They will all discover firsthand

what happens when you poke the Bear.

Warning: Brawny alpha males ahead and occasional historical inaccuracies. Not suitable for readers under the age of 18. Contains some mature content.

Highlander's Greed: A Scottish Medieval Historical Romance (Highlands' Deadly Sins Book 3)

Author: Adamina Young

Her husband deceived a whole clan. But he can not deceive her.

People have been wondering what is wrong with Grace MacGill her whole life. She loves books, a weird interest for a man and an unthinkable one for a woman.

This crazy passion of hers will lead Grace to her first adventure; Laird McDonald owes a debt to her brother, Laird MacGill, and Grace wants to travel there with

the men who will collect the debt and get a chance to see the family’s famous collection of books.Laird MacGill is happy that Grace will finally get out of

the castle walls and agrees to let her go. As soon as Grace arrives, she finds that the books she had been dreaming of are there, but there is no chance the

McDonalds will repay the debt! Unable to feed their own people, the McDonalds ask for an alternative. The solution to this problem might come from the son

of the Laird, James McDonald.Unlike his father, James seems to care for his people and examines every possible way to help them and at the same time repay

the debt. Soon Grace and James realize that only a marriage between them can provide the MacGills with enough political power and the MacDonalds with

money from the dowry to feed their people. Grace is unsure whether she can marry a man she just met, but she knows she will have to wed eventually…

James is more than attractive, seems kind, and being close to so many books does not seem all that bad. Yet, after she agrees to the marriage, Grace finds out

that someone has been stealing the money, leaving the McDonald people to starve.When Grace realizes that her new husband is that man, her world

comes crashing down. How can she be together with a liar and a thief? Grace is alone in a place she does not belong, and her only ally has become her

worst enemy.It is apparent that if she reveals the fraud she will be in trouble. For the first time in Grace’s life, the answer to her problems can not be found in

a book; she will have to fight to make it out of there alive. Enjoy this Highland Historical Romance story filled with mystery, betrayal and romance with

no cheating, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed happily ever after, by best-selling author Adamina Young! Get your copy for FREE with Kindle

Unlimited!

The Age of Witches: A Novel

Author: Louisa Morgan

In Gilded Age New York, a centuries-long clash between two magical families ignites when a young witch must choose between love and loyalty, 

power and ambition, in this magical novel by Louisa Morgan.



 

In 1692, Bridget Bishop was hanged as a witch. Two hundred years later, her legacy lives on in the scions of two very different lines: one dedicated to using their

powers to heal and help women in need; the other, determined to grasp power for themselves by whatever means necessary. 

 

This clash will play out in the fate of Annis, a young woman in Gilded Age New York who finds herself a pawn in the family struggle for supremacy. She'll need to

claim her own power to save herself-and resist succumbing to the darkness that threatens to overcome them all. 

Praise for The Age of Witches: 

 

"Morgan's beautifully conjured tale of three women, social mores, and the sanctity of self-determination is thoroughly enthralling." —Booklist (starred review) 

 

"Morgan’s incantatory prose and independent-minded women will delight fans of Alice Hoffman and Sarah Addison Allen with this tale of female self-realization

and magical realism. A highly enjoyable read." —Historical Novel Society 

 

"An Austen-esque romance, a heart-racing mystery full of dangerous twists and an anxiety-inducing yet enthralling family feud....It all makes for a perfect

brew." —Bookpage 

 

For more from Louisa Morgan, check out: 

 

A Secret History of Witches 

The Witch's Kind

In the Dark with the Duke (Lost Lords of London Book 2)

Author: Christi Caldwell

A lady of reserve and a fierce street fighter find common ground in the second Lost Lords of London novel by USA Today bestselling author Christi

Caldwell.

Eight years ago, Lady Lila March retreated to the safe shadows of her family’s estate after a devastating tragedy. Weary of being a whisper of her former self, she

is determined to brave the dangers of the outside world again. No man is better equipped to train her in the art of defense than the Savage Gentleman, East

London’s undefeated street fighter.

Hugh Savage reigns as king—of the underworld. Physically invulnerable, emotionally battered, he has his reasons for bare-knuckle brawling. Though Hugh longs

to break free of the ring and leave behind the brutal world of violence, he’s intrigued by the challenge Lady Lila poses. A mysterious lady of the peerage willfully

descending into the dangerous rookeries? That bespeaks a woman with secrets of her own.

As their unconventional pact progresses, Hugh comes to admire the resolve in Lila’s heart. And beneath his hard surface, she sees a tenderness that touches her

to the quick. They’ll soon discover how much they need each other—to face their pasts together, and to fight for a future they deserve.

Highlander's Devilish Vow: A Steamy Scottish Historical Romance Novel

Author: Eloise Madigan

He set her body on fire with just one look…

Lady Lyla Watson would rather marry a tree than the insufferable gentleman who keeps pestering her brother for her hand. When a mysterious Highlander makes

an appearance in the ton, she is intrigued...and dares to make a deal with the Devil.

Fergus Park, Laird of MacLennan, must acquire new English business partners; an impossible feat, due to the prejudice of the people against him. But when he

rescues a beautiful fairy from her fate, he doesn’t realize he is rescuing himself as well.

A deal to save both their futures gets more complicated when their feelings become real. With no allies to aid them in their quest, Lyla and Fergus’ love goes

through extreme hurdles...Yet, their biggest problem might be broken dreams...of Lyla in a wedding dress, dipped in blood.

*Highlander's Devilish Vow is a steamy Scottish historical romance novel of 60,000 words (around 300 pages). No cheating, no cliffhangers, lots of

steam and a happy ending.

Get this book for free with Kindle Unlimited!

The Light at Wyndcliff (The Cornwall Novels Book 3)

Author: Sarah E. Ladd

Perfect for fans of Poldark and Bridgerton, this Regency romance evokes the captivating worlds and delightful dramas as treacherous to navigate as

the rocky English shores.



Cornwall, England, 1820

Raised on the sprawling and rugged Wyndcliff Estate near the dangerous coast of South Cornwall, Evelyn Bray lives with her grandfather, a once-wealthy man

now reduced to the post of steward. Evelyn is still grieving her father’s death and her mother’s abandonment when a passing ship is dashed against the rocks.

Liam Twethewey is a mere two and twenty when he inherits Wyndcliff Estate from his great uncle. His optimistic plans to employ the estate’s tenants meets

unexpected resistance, and rumors of smuggling and illegal activity challenge his newfound authority.

Brought together by troubling questions surrounding the shipwreck, Evelyn and Liam uncover even darker mysteries shrouding the estate. But as they untangle

truth from deception, their loyalties separate them—and their budding love might not be strong enough to overcome the distance.

Praise for The Light at Wyndcliff:

“An expertly woven tale of secrets, danger, and heartfelt romance. A riveting and deeply emotional read.” —Mimi Matthews, USA TODAY bestselling author

• Sweet, full-length Regency romance

• Third book in the Cornwall novels (The Governess of Penwythe Hall, The Thief of Lanwyn Manor, and The Light at Wyndcliff), but can be read as a

stand-alone story

• Book length: 85,000 words

• Includes discussion questions for book clubs

Storm & Shelter: A Bluestocking Belles Collection with Friends

Author: Bluestocking Belles

When a storm blows off the North Sea and slams into the village of Fenwick on Sea, the villagers prepare for the inevitable: shipwreck, flood, land slips, and

stranded travelers. The Queen’s Barque Inn quickly fills with the injured, the devious, and the lonely—lords, ladies, and simple folk; spies, pirates, and smugglers

all trapped together. Intrigue crackles through the village, and passion lights up the hotel.

One storm, eight authors, eight heartwarming novellas.

Braving the Outbreak with the Duke: A Clean & Sweet Regency Historical Romance Novel

Author: Fanny Finch

Healing people is her purpose in life, but she would never imagine she could mend a broken heart…

When a horrible disease spreads like wildfire in Falmouth, Bridget Garvey cannot stand aside and watch people die. Her knowledge in medicine is vast, thanks to

her doctor of an uncle, and her resolve to help the ill is even greater.

But as the daughter of the Earl of Exeter, she cannot do so openly. Instead, she hides her identity underneath a mask, a necessary precaution these days…

When the Dowager Duchess of Falmouth gets sick, no one seems to want to tend to her. Rumors of her son, the recluse Duke, have all the townspeople wary of

approaching the manor. But when Bridget volunteers to enter the Duke’s household, she will find that he is simply a man in pain, looking for a reason to live.

And he may have just found it…

*If you like engaging characters, heart- wrenching twists and turns, and lots of romance, then you’ll love “Braving the Outbreak with the Duke”!

Buy “Braving the Outbreak with the Duke” and unlock the exciting story of Bridget and Aaron today!

Also available with Kindle Unlimited!

The Duke and the Lady (The Unwanted Dukes Book 2)

Author: Jessie Clever

Lady Louisa Darby blames herself for her mother’s death when the Darby sisters were still so young and has dedicated her life to ensuring her sisters’ happiness. 

So when she’s lured into a compromising situation that will endanger her youngest sister’s chance at a happy marriage, Louisa will do whatever is necessary to 

protect her family’s reputation and save her sister’s chance at the future she deserves. 

 

Even if it means marrying the Beastly Duke. 



Sebastian Fielding, the Duke of Waverly, has spent years cultivating his reputation as the Beastly Duke to ensure he’ll never make the mistake of falling in love

and repeating his father’s fatal mistake. But when honor calls on him to marry Lady Louisa Darby, his best intentions may not be good enough. 

 

For not even a beast can withstand the charms of the belle of the ball. 

 

The Duke and the Lady is the second book in the steamy, heart-stopping historical romance series, The Unwanted Dukes. If you love sexy, spellbinding romance

and heartwarming humor, don’t miss this captivating series from bestselling author Jessie Clever. Discover adventure and romance when you download The

Duke and the Lady today.

The Complete Works of Jane Austen: (In One Volume) Sense and Sensibility, Pride and Prejudice, Mansfield

Park, Emma, Northanger Abbey, Persuasion, Lady ... Sandition, and the Complete Juvenilia

Author: Jane Austen

This book contains the complete novels of Jane Austen in the chronological order of their original publication.

- Lady Susan

- Sense and Sensibility

- Pride and Prejudice

- Mansfield Park

- Emma

- Persuasion

- Northanger Abbey

- The Watsons

- Sanditon

Ladies to be Enamored With: A Clean & Sweet Regency Historical Romance Book Collection

Author: Sally Forbes

Amy, the scarred Lady. Anne, the guardian angel. Sophia, a Lady that reforms a rogue.

Three of my best-selling novels, full of emotion, plot twists, unexpected decisions, all for love and Happy Ever After!

With more than 300 positive reviews and 11.500 downloads in total!

True beauty is found in the heart and not outward appearances...

Two years ago Amy Reid was madly in love and betrothed to a handsome Marquess. But after a horrific carriage accident left her face scarred, her heart was

broken when the Marquess called off their engagement. Matthew Seymour, the Marquess of Chesterford, has the sea as his only mistress. Five years ago he was

left a broken man after the untimely death of his beloved Elizabeth. Matthew is devastated when he receives word from his father requesting that he return to

London. When he encounters Amy at an old friend's engagement dinner, she ignites something inside him that he thought he would never feel again. Amy and

Matthew soon develop an undeniable connection. But as their love blossoms, outside forces have plans to keep them apart. Can Matthew beat the odds stacked

against them or will he lose Amy forever?

Love is sometimes found in the most unlikely places...

Lady Anne Hathaway has had two failed London Seasons and is nearing the spinster age. When she hears of her father's plans for her to marry the Viscount of

Halsbrook she fears that she will spend the rest of her days consigned to a loveless marriage. A chance encounter with two unruly children causes Anne to cross

paths with their handsome father. Duncan Wentworth, The Duke of Brondesbury, tragically lost his wife three years ago. He lives a reclusive life in the countryside

with his twins Chloe and Marcus. When his mother asks him to spend Christmastide in London with his family, an unexpected run-in with Anne and their

blossoming romance that follows leaves him wondering if it's time to finally let go of his past. Will they be able to overcome the forces pulling them apart and find

love during this Christmas season?

True love overlooks all imperfections...

Sophia Whitfield hasn't had an easy time these last three years since the tragic loss of her mother. Her first London Season a year ago was a failure and she is

approaching spinster age. When she encounters the roguish Marquess of Somersworth she feels a host of butterflies in her stomach. Colin Easton, The

Marquess of Somersworth, has developed a reputation as a rogue amongst the ton. He is mortified when his brother charges him with the chaperoning of their

cousin during the upcoming London Season. When he meets Sophia something changes inside of him and he soon starts believing in love. But their blossoming

romance will be tested when Sophia feels that eyes are following her every movement. Will Colin be able to save her in time when a dark family secret is

exposed?

A clean & sweet Historical Regency Bundle with happy ever after.

If you are interested in the Regency era, do not miss the chance to add this to your library!

Also free with Kindle Unlimited!



The School Mistress (Emerson Pass Historicals Book 1)

Author: Tess Thompson

An untested teacher. A wealthy benefactor. When their attraction becomes undeniable, will they open their hearts to each

other?

Colorado, 1910. Quinn Cooper can’t help feeling uneasy. But securing a job as a schoolmarm in a tiny frontier town was the only way to save her family from

starvation back in Boston. And her nerves aren’t eased by a stray gunshot that spooks the sleigh horses, casting her into the snow… until she’s rescued by a

handsome stranger.

Lord Alexander Barnes knows better than to believe any pretty young woman would willingly become a mother to five children. But the lonely widower finds

himself charmed by the lovely newcomer and her easy rapport with his offspring. And after his disgruntled nanny quits, his heart melts at the sight of her joyfully

taking over the role.

Determined to prove herself in the schoolhouse and as a governess, Quinn fears her near-poverty will prevent any possible courtship with the affluent

Englishman. And between their age difference and prejudicial violence in the town, Lord Barnes is certain this second chance at happiness just cannot be.

Will their love go unspoken, or will their persistence reward them with a lasting passion?

The School Mistress is the delightful first book in the Emerson Pass Historicals sweet romance series. If you like gallant nobles, resilient heroines, and hints of

mystery, then you’ll adore Tess Thompson’s Edwardian adventure in the Old West.

Buy The School Mistress to study reading, writing, and happily ever after today!

The Captain's Confidant: A Regency Romance (Larkhall Letters Book 2)

Author: Ashtyn Newbold

An accidental letter, a long-lost love, and a slew of secrets.

For as long as Bridget Northcott can remember, she has loved her brother's closest friend, Colin Foster. She loved him long before he grew up, became Captain

Foster, and long before he left her behind for a life at sea. Although she knows her feelings will never be returned, Bridget cannot help but turn away every suitor

in the hopes that one day Colin will come back to Larkhall and see her for what she has grown up to be—refined, elegant, and the precise opposite of the silly girl

he once knew.

When family circumstances bring Colin’s unexpected return, he too has changed. Once carefree, he is now cold, hard, and distant. Determined to unravel the

mysteries of Captain Foster, Bridget writes her thoughts in a note, one she never meant to send. As a hesitant friendship grows between them through their

letters, Bridget determines to keep her heart uninvolved. But when her facade begins to break, she realizes the childhood silliness she abandoned might just be

precisely what is needed to pull him back to shore.

Faced with a choice between loyalty and selfishness, love and letting go, Bridget must find the strength to confide her own feelings in Captain Foster before the

man she loved is lost forever. But there is only so much she can do when she discovers a match between them is what she has always feared—forbidden.

The Captain's Confidant is a sweet and clean standalone regency romance novel, book two in the Larkhall Letters series.

Other books in the Larkhall Letters series:

Book 1: The Ace of Hearts

Book 2: The Captain's Confidant

Book 3: With Love, Louisa

Winter's Warrior (The Wicked Winters Book 13)

Author: Scarlett Scott

Gavin Winter has earned his reputation as one of the best prizefighters in England the hard way: using his fists and sheer determination. With the biggest bout of 

his career approaching, Gavin will do anything to win. 

 

Until he’s attacked and wakes with no memory of who he is. 

 

When Caro Sutton finds a bleeding man outside her family’s gaming hell, she has no idea the felled giant is the bareknuckle champion. She nurses him back to 

health, charmed by the handsome gentleman who has no recollection of what happened to him or what his name is. 

 

After she discovers his true identity, Caro is faced with a difficult choice. Will deceit, danger, and warring families prove too much to overcome? Or will their love



be strong enough to unite the Winters and the Suttons? 

 

Heat Level: Scorching hot! Don't say you weren't warned... 

 

In the Dark with the Duke (Lost Lords of London Book 2)

Author: Christi Caldwell

A lady of reserve and a fierce street fighter find common ground in the second Lost Lords of London novel by USA Today bestselling author Christi

Caldwell.

Eight years ago, Lady Lila March retreated to the safe shadows of her family’s estate after a devastating tragedy. Weary of being a whisper of her former self, she

is determined to brave the dangers of the outside world again. No man is better equipped to train her in the art of defense than the Savage Gentleman, East

London’s undefeated street fighter.

Hugh Savage reigns as king—of the underworld. Physically invulnerable, emotionally battered, he has his reasons for bare-knuckle brawling. Though Hugh longs

to break free of the ring and leave behind the brutal world of violence, he’s intrigued by the challenge Lady Lila poses. A mysterious lady of the peerage willfully

descending into the dangerous rookeries? That bespeaks a woman with secrets of her own.

As their unconventional pact progresses, Hugh comes to admire the resolve in Lila’s heart. And beneath his hard surface, she sees a tenderness that touches her

to the quick. They’ll soon discover how much they need each other—to face their pasts together, and to fight for a future they deserve.

The Gentle Art of Fortune Hunting

Author: KJ Charles

Robin Loxleigh and his sister Marianne are the hit of the Season, so attractive and delightful that nobody looks behind their pretty faces.

Until Robin sets his sights on Sir John Hartlebury’s heiress niece. The notoriously graceless baronet isn’t impressed by good looks, or fooled by false charm. He’s

sure Robin is a liar—a fortune hunter, a card sharp, and a heartless, greedy fraud—and he’ll protect his niece, whatever it takes.

Then, just when Hart thinks he has Robin at his mercy, things take a sharp left turn. And as the grumpy baronet and the glib fortune hunter start to understand

each other, they also find themselves starting to care—more than either of them thought possible.

But Robin's cheated and lied and let people down for money. Can a professional rogue earn an honest happy ever after?

A Rogue of One's Own (A League of Extraordinary Women Book 2)

Author: Evie Dunmore

"Rich with subplot, historical detail and beautifully descriptive writing that keeps the pages turning until the delightfully unconventional happy

ending."—NPR

An Indie Next/LibraryReads pick!

An Apple Must Listen Audiobook for September!

A lady must have money and an army of her own if she is to win a revolution—but first, she must pit her wits against the wiles of an irresistible rogue

bent on wrecking her plans…and her heart.

Lady Lucie is fuming. She and her band of Oxford suffragists have finally scraped together enough capital to control one of London’s major publishing houses,

with one purpose: to use it in a coup against Parliament. But who could have predicted that the one person standing between her and success is her old nemesis

and London’s undisputed lord of sin, Lord Ballentine? Or that he would be willing to hand over the reins for an outrageous price—a night in her bed.

Lucie tempts Tristan like no other woman, burning him up with her fierceness and determination every time they clash. But as their battle of wills and words fans

the flames of long-smoldering devotion, the silver-tongued seducer runs the risk of becoming caught in his own snare.

As Lucie tries to out-maneuver Tristan in the boardroom and the bedchamber, she soon discovers there’s truth in what the poets say: all is fair in love and war…

Duke of Charm (Dukes of Distinction Book 2)



Author: Alexa Aston

A woman unjustly imprisoned . . .A duke jilted at the altar . . .

Lady Samantha Wallace has been in love since childhood with her brother’s best friend, the Duke of Colebourne, but George only sees her as a little sister. She

weds a viscount who is George’s opposite, only to find herself trapped in a miserable marriage. When she becomes a widow, she is held against her will and

finally escapes, vowing to live life her own way and never be controlled again.

George is jilted at the altar and becomes one of London’s most scandalous rakes, bedding women left and right. After years of being the Duke of Charm, though,

George is tired of his meaningless existence and decides he is ready for a change—which includes finding Sam, who is now a widow, and asking her to be his

duchess.

Fate brings George and Samantha together at a house party, where their desire for one another ignites in a torrid encounter. Yet Samantha refuses to wed

George. Determined to learn Sam’s secrets and make her his, George will do whatever it takes to fight for the woman he’s always loved in secret.

Will Samantha be able to escape the past that still haunts her and find happiness with the Duke of Charm?

Find the answer in The Duke of Charm, Book 2 in the Dukes of Distinction.

Each book in Dukes of Distinction is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order and can be read for free in Kindle Unlimited.

Dukes of Distinction

Duke of Renown

Duke of Charm

Duke of Disrepute

Duke of Arrogance

Duke of Honor

The Taming of a Wicked Rogue (The Lords of Scandal Row Book 1)

Author: Samantha Holt

Second chances don’t come easy…or cheap…

Rebecca Fortescue needs to make amends. With her father on the run, she’s the only one who can make recompense to those he hurt. And unfortunately, the

way to do that is to return to where he did the most damage—the home of her first love. It’s just her unfortunate luck that the boy she knew grew into an

untameably wicked (and sinfully appealing) rogue. Even more unfortunate is just how much she needs him now…

Lord Leonard Moncrieff was once foolish enough to lose his heart. It’s not a mistake he intends to repeat. Especially not now that his mother has banished him

from London to escape a romantic scandal that wasn’t even his doing. But then Rebecca steps back into his life and everything changes…

It’s not long before Rebecca and Leo realize the pull that once existed between them is as powerful as ever. But is it strong enough to overcome the ugliness of

their past and put them on the road to happily ever after?

Exiled Duke: An Exile Novel

Author: K.J. Jackson

He exiled her long ago. Now she’s the only one that can crack his cold heart. 

 

A desperate woman trades everything for a chance of escape. 

Penelope Willington is an innocent—innocent to a fault—and she never should have stepped foot into the rookeries, much less sought out the man that had once 

been her whole world—when she was ten. But that was a long time ago. Desperate times call for extraordinary actions, and Pen can’t afford to miss her one and 

only chance to find a future free of the vile man determined to force her under his thumb and into his bed. 

 

Her survival depended on his cruelty. 

After his parents died, Strider Hoppler was forced to exile the one other person in the world he loved—Penelope Willington. He did it to save Pen, did it cruelly, 

and he never once looked back. Not until sixteen years later, when she strolled into his lair in the heart of the East End of London. 

 

A cold ruler of the underworld. 

She entered a world she had no right to be in—his world—a world she should never know for its monstrosities of humanity. No matter that she needed his help. 

Try as he might to get rid of her, she’s stubborn and before he knows it, Strider is helping her untangle the web of her past. 

 

The more time they spend together, the more Strider finds it impossible to resist the inexplicable draw between the two of them. But is it even possible for this 

hardened rogue to find the one thing he destroyed long ago—his heart? 



Join the adventure today! You’ll love Exiled Duke, the first in the Exile series and a can’t-miss enthralling regency romance by USA Today bestselling author,

K.J. Jackson. 

 

Note: The novels in the Exile series by K.J. Jackson are each stand-alone stories and can be read individually in any order. These historical romances are set in

the Regency and Victorian eras, and do not shy away from scenes with steamy heat, occasional naughty language, and moments that might possibly make you

squirm. 

The Care and Feeding of Waspish Widows: Feminine Pursuits

Author: Olivia Waite

When Agatha Griffin finds a colony of bees in her warehouse, it’s the not-so-perfect ending to a not-so-perfect week. Busy trying to keep her printing business

afloat amidst rising taxes and the suppression of radical printers like her son, the last thing the widow wants is to be the victim of a thousand bees. But when a

beautiful beekeeper arrives to take care of the pests, Agatha may be in danger of being stung by something far more dangerous…

Penelope Flood exists between two worlds in her small seaside town, the society of rich landowners and the tradesfolk.  Soon, tensions boil over when the

formerly exiled Queen arrives on England’s shores—and when Penelope’s long-absent husband returns to Melliton, she once again finds herself torn, between

her burgeoning love for Agatha and her loyalty to the man who once gave her refuge.

As Penelope finally discovers her true place, Agatha must learn to accept the changing world in front of her. But will these longing hearts settle for a safe but stale

existence or will they learn to fight for the future they most desire?

A Love Portrait for the Silent Duke: A Historical Regency Romance Book

Author: Bridget Barton

Following the sudden death of her beloved father, the spirited and kind Lady Selina Langley finds herself impoverished and homeless. In desperate need of an

income for both her and her sister, Selina has no choice but to put her pride aside and seek employment. Luckily, she will be able to make her way in life by

painting portraits for a tormented gentleman, who will draw her attention at their very first encounter. However, deep inside she knows that a match with a man of

his stand and a fallen woman like her will always remain a foolish dream. With her unique talent and kindness, will Selina find the way to steal the charming

nobleman's heart? In the end, will she put her struggling past behind and find true love and happiness despite the odds?

When Lord Graham Hancock, the brave and gallant Duke of Westcott, returns injured from the war, he withdraws to his own world, struggling to adjust back into

society. To make matters worse, his fiancée breaks off their engagement, as she is embarrassed by his presence. She refuses to be associated with someone

who lost the ability to speak, and prefers to stay aside from the crippling nightmares he now endures. Soon, everything will change for the lonely Duke, when he

meets the mesmerising woman, who is hired for his portrait and is about to replace what haunts his dreams. As he spends more time with her, she gives him the

hope that life is far from over for him and he realises that she is the only person who can brighten even his gloomiest days. Will the silent Duke find a way to

declare his genuine love to Selina? Or will he suppress his feelings out of fear and condemn himself into an eternal misery?

Selina and Graham's hearts start to heal when they discover that they have found everything they were looking for in each others' eyes. Everything crashes down

though, when Graham's mother banishes Selina from the house and convinces his ex-fianceé to return and ask for his forgiveness. Will Graham find the

heartbroken Selina and make the right decision at the most critical moment of his life by convincing her that she is the true love of his life? While external forces

are threatening to steal their chance at happiness forever, will the two of them fight for their feelings and choose the path of their own life?

"A Love Portrait for the Silent Duke" is a historical romance novel of approximately 80,000 words. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed

happily ever after.

The Tantalizing of a Scandalous Rake (The Lords of Scandal Row Book 3)

Author: Samantha Holt

When lines are crossed, sometimes it’s unclear exactly who is tantalizing who…

The plan was simple. Lord Adam Moncrieff was to lay low in the countryside until the scandal passed. It would’ve been so easy…if only he hadn’t met the

infamous Beauty of Buttermere there. And if he hadn’t been stabbed, of course…

Rosie Seymour has no patience for the wealthy rakes who try to lure her into their beds. Especially not the ridiculously handsome one she must now nurse back

to health. That’s what she keeps telling herself, at least…

Can a little forced proximity—and a lot of passion—put two people who are completely wrong for each other on the path to happily ever after?

There’s only one way to find out…

                                               



Ladies of Unspoken Scandal: A Steamy Regency Romance Collection

Author: Scarlett Osborne

Plot twists, mystery, and seductive tales await you among the pages of my three addictive romances!

Devilish Games of a Virtuous Lady

Traumatized by a past she dares not speak about, Letitia Caddy, daughter of the Baron of Mullins, has always been afraid of the outside world. Until she decides

to run away disguised as a commoner. Widowed and a single father, Algernon Fletcher, Marquess of Radcliffe, is the epitome of propriety as he falls head over

hills with Letitia. But they quickly find not only are they all but mere pawns in a devious game of power, but the puppet master is one hiding in plain sight.

The Viscount Who Seduced Her

Lady’s maid Betsey Babington knows that the Cublertone Masquerade party is her only chance to ever approach the man she is secretly in love with. Engaged to

his antagonist’s daughter, Viscount of Hillfield, Michael Calford's falls in love with a mysterious Lady. In his attempt to locate her, he will not only face a

well-crafted plan aiming for his demise, but he will also discover that the person who wants him dead is nothing but a ghost.

Seducing the Perfectly Enchanting Marquess

Tragedy is something Miss Amanda O'Neil knows all too well. Adopted by an Irish family after her biological parents' inexplicable demise, the death of her fiance

leaves her desolate and she’s forced to apply for a governess position. Joseph Garvey, the Marquess of Ethelred, has lived like a hermit since his wife's death

seven years ago. But his life of isolation and stagnant grief comes to an end when he sees his new governess. Joseph realizes that he has willingly offered

Amanda on a silver platter to the devil himself and the only thing that can save her lies locked in a decades-old pendant…

Three of my most compelling stories are here to steal your heart and show you what passion, love and intrigue really means!

*These are steamy, stand-alone romances. Each book in the series is approximately 90.000 words (around 450 pages). No cheating, no cliffhangers,

and a sweet happily ever after.

Get this collection for free with Kindle Unlimited!

Calder Brand: A Beautifully Written Historical Romance Saga (The Calder Brand Book 1)

Author: Janet Dailey

Return to the roots of romance legend Janet Dailey’s most beloved family—the Calders—in this first book in a brand new series set on the beautiful,

unforgiving American West, where the only thing more vital than hard work is the love of an unforgettable woman.

“A sprawling, emotional love story.”

—Publishers Weekly

The Calder family patriarch is known throughout Montana as a formidable adversary—a force no one in his right mind would cross. But sometimes love can make

a man do crazy things . . .

Ambition drove Joe Dollarhide across the parched plains from Fort Sam Houston to Dodge City.  One day, he was determined to have a spread every bit as vast

and impressive as his employers’. But when a wild stampede separates him from the cattle drive, it is survival that keeps him going when most would have given

up.  Survival and a burning need to settle the score with Benteen Calder, the cattle boss he used to worship, the man who’d left him for dead…

Hope buoyed Sarah Foxworth when she had just five dollars to her name, traveling the dusty rails where Joe first rescued her from a violent attack, then won her

heart as a cowboy in need of redemption.  With dreams of becoming a doctor herself one day, she uses all her wits to save her uncle’s medical practice and his

reputation. But it’s her own reputation that suffers when she gives birth to an illegitimate baby.

Years later, when Sarah walks into Joe’s world once more, he’s shaken to the core.  Her dreams of becoming a doctor are dashed; her only hope is to find a

better life for herself and her son—a child there’s no denying is his own. Now a prosperous rancher, Joe yearns to finally make a home with Sarah and their boy.

Only Joe’s own road to riches has been strewn with obstacles, some looming even larger than the demons he still struggles against. But life has also shown Joe

that nothing worth having ever comes easy. And that Sarah is a woman worth fighting for…

The Long Journey Home: A Pride & Prejudice Variation

Author: J Dawn King



Love is being in the wrong place at the right time!

Mistaken for someone else, Elizabeth and Darcy are kidnapped from a ballroom in Hertfordshire, England. Their only hope for freedom is to overcome their

deeply set opinions of each other—to work as a team.

Against all odds, they each make extraordinary sacrifices to discover a love for the ages and find their way home.

The Long Journey Home is a perilous tale of adventure where Elizabeth Bennet and Fitzwilliam Darcy, Jane Austen’s beloved heroes of Pride & Prejudice are

forced to rely on each other for survival.

This full-length Regency novel is written by bestselling author, J Dawn King, who also writes as Christie Capps. The Long Journey Home is appropriate for all

ages.

The Best-Laid Plans

Author: Sarah M. Eden

Newton Hughes has long dreamed of pursuing a career in law, an acceptable choice for a gentleman of status and wealth. His parents, however, disapprove of

his ambition, urging him instead to take his rightful place as a gentleman of leisure—with a suitable wife of their choosing, of course. 

Ellie Napper would like nothing more than for her parents to abandon their incessant efforts to marry her off to the greatest possible advantage. Her lack of

matrimonial enthusiasm drives her family mad, but she refuses to feign frivolity in order to make herself more palatable to potential suitors. 

When Ellie and Newton are introduced through their mutual acquaintance, Charlie Jonquil, they commiserate over their shared plight. In desperation, they hatch a

plan: Ellie and Newton will feign an interest in each other—enough to convince their parents not to push them toward unwanted matches but not enough to cause

whispers or expectations. Their plot quickly spirals out of control, but the greatest complication is the one they didn’t see coming: their plan never included falling

in love.

A Substitute Wife for the Prizefighter: A Victorian Romance (Victorian Prizefighters Book 2)

Author: Alice Coldbreath

Plain, respectable Lizzie Anderson is in the devil of a fix. After catching sight of something she was not supposed to, her whole family is torn apart by the ensuing

scandal. Lizzie’s steadfast principles means she cannot deny the evidence of her own eyes and as a consequence finds herself thrown out onto the street! Her

only ally in her time of need, comes from a very unexpected quarter indeed...

■

Benedict Toomes has long thought Lizzie a thorn in his side, but after seeing her staunchness in the face of adversity, he finds himself picturing her in a totally

different role in his life. A stand-in for the betrothed he no longer wants to marry… Find out how this unlikeliest of couples navigates life together after a rocky start

and find their preconceived notions about the other could not have been further from the truth!

■

A Substitute Bride for the Prizefighter is a stand-alone Victorian romance novel of over 119,000 words. Please do not purchase if you are offended by strong

language and or sex scenes.

Ten Things I Hate About the Duke: A Difficult Dukes Novel

Author: Loretta Chase

USA Today bestselling author Loretta Chase continues her Difficult Dukes series with this delightful spin on Shakespeare's classic, The Taming of the

Shrew.

This time, who’s taming whom…

Cassandra Pomfret holds strong opinions she isn’t shy about voicing. But her extremely plain speaking has caused an uproar, and her exasperated father, hoping

a husband will rein her in, has ruled that her beloved sister can’t marry until Cassandra does.

 

Now, thanks to a certain wild-living nobleman, the last shreds of Cassandra’s reputation are about to disintegrate, taking her sister’s future and her family’s good

name along with them.

 



The Duke of Ashmont’s looks make women swoon. His character flaws are beyond counting. He’s lost a perfectly good bride through his own carelessness. He

nearly killed one of his two best friends. Still, troublemaker that he is, he knows that damaging a lady’s good name isn’t sporting.

 

The only way to right the wrong is to marry her…and hope she doesn’t smother him in his sleep on their wedding night.

Ten Thousand Stitches (Regency Faerie Tales Book 2)

Author: Olivia Atwater

Regency housemaid Euphemia Reeves has acquired a faerie godfather. Unfortunately, he has no idea what he's doing.

Euphemia Reeves has most inconveniently fallen in love with Mr Benedict Ashbrooke. Housemaids do not marry gentlemen, of course... but a faerie named Lord

Blackthorn is only too eager to help Effie win Mr Benedict's heart regardless.

Effie knows what a terrible idea it is to accept help from one of the Fair Folk—but life as a maid at Hartfield is so awful that she is willing to risk even her immortal

soul for a chance at something better. Now, Effie has one hundred days and ten thousand stitches to make Mr Benedict fall in love with her and propose... if Lord

Blackthorn doesn't wreck things by accident, that is. For Effie’s greatest obstacle might well be Lord Blackthorn’s overwhelmingly good intentions.

The long-awaited sequel to Half a Soul delights and amuses in equal measure. Pick up Ten Thousand Stitches, and dive into another enchanting faerie tale set in

Olivia Atwater's charming, magical version of Regency England!

Manor for Sale, Baron Included: A Victorian Romance (A Romance of Rank Book 1)

Author: Esther Hatch

She has everything Lord Farnsworth wants, including his manor.

Lord Farnsworth would rather rot in debtor’s prison than sell the one place that feels like home to him—his mother’s manor. That is, until he meets the woman

who wants to buy it. Sally Duncan is beautiful, intelligent, and as rich as a baron—a rich baron, not a cash-strapped one like Lord Farnsworth. She’s the solution

to every one of his financial problems and is bewitching to boot. All he needs to do is sell her his beloved manor and then charm her to the altar, and the manor

will be his again. Simple, right?

But nothing is simple when Sally starts tearing apart his ancestral home and renovating it in a way no one would consider tasteful. She is wreaking havoc on

everything, but he cannot give up on owning his mother’s estate again, nor can he imagine anyone but Sally as his wife.

And so he sticks with his plan.

What a horrible mistake.

My Last Duchess (The Wildes of Lindow Castle)

Author: Eloisa James

New York Times bestselling author Eloisa James returns to the Wildes series with a prequel about the Wilde children's parents, Hugo, Duke of

Lindow, and Ophelia, Lady Astley.

Every Duke needs a Duchess...

Hugo Wilde, the Duke of Lindow, has a drafty castle, eight naughty children—and no wife. Ophelia, Lady Astley, has a fine house, one well-behaved

daughter—and no husband. 

Hugo takes one look at Ophelia and loses his heart, but she doesn’t want more children or a castle. She takes one look at him and heads for her carriage. 

Desperate to find a duchess, Hugo identifies an appropriate lady to woo. Yet when he meets Ophelia again, the duke realizes that he will marry her, or no one. 



Now he faces the greatest challenge of his life.

He must convince Ophelia that their blazing sensuality, his exquisite castle, and his eight charming children add up to a match made in heaven. 

When a duke finds his duchess, can he win her heart?
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